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Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Aldermen Reject Petition Maine's old age assistance pay
ments were made to 14.054 persons
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
For Filling Station, Cor in February, representing an ex
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In advance; single copies three
penditure of $291,892, half State cents.
ner Main Street and
and half Federal funds, director
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
Talbot Avenue
Harry E. Henderson said. Hender
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
son said the average payment to J
Thc Rockland Oazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Nobody appeared in the flesh J each was $20.77.
Tuesday night, to oppose the gran1.- | "The number of persons receiving was established and consolidated with the Oazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
ing of the Maritime Oil Co's peti assistance,'' said Henderson, “has papers consolidated March 17,1897.
not
changed
a
great
deal
the
past
tion for the right to establish a ;
gasoline storage and filling station I few months.
"Persons on the list who have
[EDITORIAL]
at the corner of Main street and
died have been replaced by worthy
Talbot avenue, but the application ; cases which had been on file for
was denied bv the aldermen—Orne. sometime. ’
Peace In Scandanavia! Will it be real peace or Just a
Perry, and Condon voting for it. I Henderson said the number of
breathing spell until Russia can develop plans for further
and Cates, Bernet, Sullivan and i “active applications" on file totalled
aggression? It is wonderful to know that the butchery on
Havener in opposition.
approximately 25,350.
the Russo-Finnish border has been suspended and that lt ls
While there was no opponent to 1
to be superseded by at least a nominal peace. Peace, but what
raise his voice, the doom of the
One hundred and fifty years ago
a price! The cost to Russian man power has been terrific,
measure was sounded in three let- i it required 19 persons living on the
if one is to credit the reports of slaughter which have come
ters, which came from Mr. and Mrs. i land to supply themselves and one
over the radio, and through the dally press since the heroic
Oeorge B. Wood, David Rubenstein person In town. Now one person
and Rockland Lodge ot Elks by its on the land supplies himself and
Finns began the ill-fated defense of their homeland. The
secretary J. N. Southard.
three persons in town.
war was hopeless from the start, and the countries in sympa
Alan L. Bird appeared as counsel
thy with the Finnish cause have been appalled at the use
for Roland O. Ware, manager of
During the past decade there have
lessness of the pitiful call for help. When lt was too late to
the Maritime Oil Co. He stated that been marked Increases in the con
be of avail the Allies offered to send 50.000 trained soldiers
the company had bought the Jones sumption of principal manufac
to Finland's aid. but we are glad to learn, and sincerely hope
property after being assured that tured dairy products. Evaporated
there was nothing which would milk and cheese have shown the
it is true, that the offer was made before the peace extortion
disqualify the establishment of a most striking increases. Consump
was begun. How to get those troops to the scene of action
filling station there If the ordin tion of cheese in 1939 was somewhat
was a problem not easily to be solved. Sweden held the key,
less
than
in
1938
but
creamery
but

ances were complied with. The pe
but is perhaps not to be blamed for its hesitancy ln view of the
ter,
evaporated
milk,
and
ice
cream
tition called for a storage of not
certain wrath which would be brought down upon a country
more than 5,000 gallons of motor established new high levels in 1939
which desired, as Finland did, to remain at peace.
fuel and 4000 gallons of heating oil.
with the erection of a station 31x43 building, with asbestos, costing
Finland’s defeat increases immeasurably the dictatorial
feet.
about $4500
powers of Stalin, and confirms the opinion of Chancellor
Mr. Savage, an Augusta architect
Alderman Condon of Ward 5
Hitler that he is still the man of destiny. And lt certainly
exhibited the plans for the proposed moved for the granting of the pe
does not add to the prestige of England and France which
structure, which would be a frame tition. with the result above told.
have an unbelievable faculty of guessing wrongly.
Meantime let us consider what Finland loses. She gives up:
1. The entire Karelian isthmus and its Soviet-pene
trated Mannerheim line.
2. The shell-wrecked city of Viipuri, once Finland's third
metropolis, and the islands in Its bay.
ILLUSTRATED LECTURE BY
3. All the shores of Lake Ladoga, largest in Europe, and
three towns. Both on the lake's western isthmus shore and
ALTON HALL BLACKINGTON
on its northern coasts thousands of Russian troops have been
TUESDAY, MARCH 19
slain..
4. Hanko. naval base on the southwest, and the surround
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
ing peninsula, on a 30-year lease. This area will form Soviet
8.15 P. M.
naval-military bases.
TICKETS 50c, 25c
5. Part of the Sredni and Rybachi peninsulas in the far
26-34
north, on the Arctic ocean.
6. Certain islands in the Oulf of Finland.
7. A great slice of northeastern Finland, including
Kuolajarvl.
8. A railroad, to be built during 1940. which will link the
White sea within northern Russia to the Oulf of Bothnia,
west of Finland, the railway bisecting Finland above her nar
row waistline.
9. Free transit for Russian goods across the Petsamo
Arctic area from Russia to Norway, duty free,
10. T7te right to maintain any Finnish warships, subma
rines or warplanes in its Arctic waters, with the exception of
small coast guard vessels.
We do not take every car that is offered for
Actually, ito terms gave Russia an uncontested clutch on
trade. The most important of the many angles
the northern Baltic. Before she invaded Finland on Nov. 30.
Russia had peaceably got strategic concessions from Estonia,
we have to consider in appraising a car is: Can we
Latvia, and Lithuania, but these are nothing as compared to
obtain this car at a fair market price; condition it,
the conditions for Finnish peace. The terms, likewise, are
if necessary; then offer it for resale, in good con
far harsher than the ones which Russia laid down before
the Finnish invasion.
dition at a fair price? If so, we want to trade; if
Germany profits by the treaty because she can now hope
not, it is not good business ethics to make the deal.
for real economic help from a Russia no longer engaged in
war, and can, perhaps, extend her own influence in Scan
Therefore, we can offer you, at this time, one of
dinavia. Russia also ls military freq, to look to her fences on
the best stocks of used cars to be found in the State.
her Balkan border.
0---------- 0---------- O
1939 BUICK 4-DOOR TOURING SEDAN,
Model 81; 9000 miles; unquestionably the best used car in this
(Herald Tribune)
locality; radio and heater.
The quaint passage of Sumner Welles through all the
1939 BUICK 4-DOOR TOURING SEDANS,
storms of thc Finnish peace negotiations has for most Ameri
Five to select from, ranging in price from $795 to $895. They
cans a note of Innocent fantasy. As he gravely listens to
are in our opinion the most economical transportation
Herr Hitler’s diatribes, offers exceptionally platitudinous plans
available.
for post-war economic reconstruction to the French or chats
in front of the fire with King George, while deadly diplomatic
1938 BUICK 4-DOOR TOURING SEDAN,
battle is raging through half a dozen capitals and really
Six wheels.
critical issues seem hanging in the balance, it is hard to
1937 BUICK 4-DOOR TOURING SEDAN,
believe that any one could take him very seriously. The notes
Model 41.
upon his progress are entirely too exact a repetition of some of
the more naive passages in the diaries of Colonel House But
1937 BUICK 4-DOOR TOURING SEDAN,
it is too easy to forget that again, as in the colonel's day. any
Model 67.
thing coming out of the United States is a serious matter for
Europeans, whatever it is.
1936 BUICK COUPE
The mere presence of Mr. Welles in Europe in these
Model 46.
,
tense moments ls apparently having its unsettling effect. The
1934 BUICK 4-DOOR SEDAN,
foreign offices have to take account of the special envoy; the
Model 57.
public observes Mis passing in a cloud of vague rumors about
peace moves, and he is leaving varying shades of curiosity,
1939 PONTIAC DELUXE SPORT COUPE,
coldness, irritation and dismay in hls wake. Nor can such
With opera seats; 16,000 miles.
sentiments be allayed by Washington dispatches intimating
that no one would be surprised if something dramatic ln the
1939 PONTIAC QUALITY 6, 2-DR. TOURING
way of a peace move should suddenly issue from the White
SEDAN,
House, or by radio addresses from no less a figure than the
3500 miles; looks better than some new can.
chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, calling for a
30-day armistice ln Europe.
1938 PONTIAC DELUXE SIX 4-DOOR TOUR
This is the sort of thing which Europeans cannot neglect,
ING SEDAN,
and it has served to get the United States (as well as thelr
In excellent condition.
Piesident) rather prominently Into the foreground of the
European complex. It does not explain, even to ourselves,
1937 PONTIAC DELUXE SIX 2-DOOR TOUR
what we are doing there. When Senator Pittman piously
ING SEDAN,
declares that “now ls the time for neutral countries con
Beautiful green; only 20.000 miles.
stantly to hammer for the thought of peace,” he ls saying a
good deal less than nothing so long as he leaves unanswered
1937 PONTIAC DELUXE EIGHT 4-DR. TOUR
the absolutely crucial question of what kind of peace the
ING SEDAN,
neutrals are to "hammer for.”
Ambassador Steinhardt’s energetic intervention in behalf
Low mileage.
of Russo-Finnish peace may only mean, unless she is very clear
1939 OLDSMOBILE EIGHTY 4-DOOR TOUR
as to the kind of peace he is promoting, that the United States
ha; helped to preside over Finland's funeral. A 30-day armis
ING SEDAN,
tice now in the West would mean that Adolf Hitler had won
Driven only 14.000 miles; looks and sounds like new; many
the war. Surely the President does not wish to repeat on a
extras; one owner; especially low price.
far grander scale the experience of September. 1938, when, with
1937 OLDSMOBILE 4-DOOR TOUR. SEDAN,
the world seemingly on the brink of war. he summoned Hitler
Black, with finish perfect; tires and mechanical condition
to negotiate, the negotiations took place and Czechoslovakia
exceptionally good; 31.000 miles; must be seen to be appre
was laid upon the altar as the result. Now the President is
ciated.
again getting the United States into Europe, and a good many
Europeans are rather anxiously asking whether he knows what
1936 CADILLAC V-8 (60) 4-DOOR TOURING
he is doing there. So are a good many Americans.

PEACE AT WHAT A PRICE

“TURQUOISE TRAILS”

ELKS AUSPICES

SELECTED 9

USED CARS

WHAT ARE W'E UP TO

SEDAN,

Driven only 25,000 miles; as clean as new.

Ken Mackenzie and his New Radio Revue

TWO AND FOUR-DOOR CHEV. SEDAN,
1937, 1936 and 1935; different models; a good selection.

Nine Radio Entertainers in Person

Many Other Low Priced Used Cars

featuring

If you are interested in exchanging your car this spring, now
is the'time to do so, while you can find a good selection of well
conditioned cars.
The popularity of Buick and Pontiac has given us the op
portunity to offer this selection.

C. W. HOPKINS Inc.
712 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME, TEL. 1000-W
32-lt

KEN MacKENZIE, the Yodeling Cowboy
PHIL LIBBY, the ace of Black Face Comedians
also

THREE CENTS A COPY

PREPARING TO REBUILD TEMPLE
The Masonic Temple ruins, which
have loomed dismally since the
conflagration, will be taken in
charge by a wrecking crew almost
any hour, the contract of clearing
away the debris having been award
ed to Stewart & Williams of Au
gust*, lowest of three bidders.
The work is expected to occupy

about 10 days, and architects’ plans
for a new structure will be in read
iness in a very short time, a ma
jority of the Masonic bodies al
ready having voted for re-construc
tion.
Stewart & Williams who will pre
pare Ute Temple for rebuilding
built the factory on Camden street,
and the annex to the Court House.

TOWN MEETINGS

Diplomas For 17

JEFFERSON
Appropriating $21,000 at the an
nual town meeting Monday, voters
of Jefferson also elected Harold
E. Dow as their first selectman in
one of the closest elections ln
years.
!« Dow, opposing the incumbent, H.
_ Clark, won the offlce by a maI Jority of six votes. Other mem' bers of the board are Bryant
Hodgkins and Arthur W. Davis.
The selectmen will also act as as
sessors and overseers of the poor.
Voters refused to accept an
article in the warrant which called
for a bond issue to reduce the town
debt.
Lester P. Oross was elected
moderator. Other offlcers elected
were, E. L. Sampson, town clerk;
Elton W. MoOurdy, treasurer and
tax collector; member of the school
board, Helen P. Madden; road
commissioners, Leland F. King.
Blaine Swift and Elmer Orff.
The
following
appropriations
were made: Schools. $6,310; repair
of schoolhouses, $150; high school
tuition, *1,200; support of poor.
$1XKK); contingent expenses, $1,000;
repairs of roads and bridges, $1,060,
third class roads. $777; state aid
roads, *633; mothers’ aid, *600;
debt and Interest, $1,750; snow re
moval, *2.700.
The tax rate was set at 65 mills.
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The Black Cat

Health Class of Central
Telephone Exchange Has
a Graduation

Graduation exercises for the
health class of the Traffic and Com
..MOB
mercial Departments of the New
England Tel. & Tel. Co. were held
(By The Roving Reporter)
Tuesday night ln the rooms of the
local telephone exchange. Special
guests present were F. S. Benjamin I
new Black Cat picture ls hoistFrank L. Weeks of Rockland had
of Portland, division superintendent I . _»
..
. j
.. ,
ed at Uie masthead today. This pet in his pocket, the day Maxine
of traffic, who presented the diplo- ........
..
.......
mas; C. H. Andersen of Portland, is "Nigger," owned by Mr. and Mrs, Elliott's death was announced ln
division traffic engineer; C. H. Maynard Herrick of Swan's Island, The Courier-Oazette, an old dance
Tozier of Bangor, district traffic su and was brought to this city some order of the 1880's where hls
perintendent; Miss Ethel Farrow, days ago when the Herricks came partner for the second dance on
health class Instructor and Miss
here on a short visit, with rooms at tlie list was Jessie Dermot.
Harriet Penn, both of Augusta.
The committee in charge of the Th<1 Lauriettc. The feline has seen
pleasant affair consisted of the 13 summers and winters, but retains
I get the “haw I haw!” from
Misses Lucille Egan. Ruth Russell, not only hls good looks, but hts
Blanche Pease and Viola Joy. Tlie a«il«» manner. “Nigger'' is quite a some local reader who has never
rooms were attractively decorated
had any experience with typo
lapful, weighing 18 pounds.
in keeping with St. Patrick Day
graphical errors. The compositor
season.
Lincoln street reports the first made me place the “stem" of the
Those of the local force receiving
diplomas were: Miss Ruth Ander kite, octagon shape and flying high. steamship Queen Elizabeth ln front
son, chief operator; Miss Lucille Boy's face wreaUted ln smiles. No of Glover's offlce, but the written
Egan. Mrs. Helen Gallup, Mrs. Russians to tell him how and when word was stern. The reader won
Madelyn Hanscom, Mrs. Alice Dean, it should be flown, and no Oertnan ders where tlie stern would be lf
Miss Nettle Jordan, Miss Blanche pursuit planes.
the item as printed had been cor
Pease. Mrs. Alma Dailey, Mrs. Mary
0
Small, Miss Ruth Russell, Miss Vir- j Mrs. Etta M. Teel of Port Clyde rect. My only consolation Is that
ginia Connon. Miss Eleanor Spear,
your questlon ln all of the newspapers do it.
Mrs. Gladys Whitmore, Miss Ethel _ . , . .
Tuesday's town meeting was quiet Rackliff. Miss Kathleen Chase. Miss
about “ humming
and uneventful Ute forenoon ex Oertrude Heal and Miss Viola Joy. blrd hghtlngLast summer, there
Bob Packard who used to be
citement concerning the contests
--------- were humming birds that used to street railway conductor ln the
between Sidney Humes and Charles
klbehcn good old days of the "broomstick”
Ludwig for first selectman and of 1982-33-34 report and repairs on come to Ule 8arden' near
Archie Lenfest and Earl Grinnell the road machine. It was voted w‘»dow nearly every day. One of thinks that Edw. Kalloch, now a
for third selectman. The vote be to have the audit report printed for the birds would light on a clothes Warren nonagenarian, was the
tween Humes and Ludwig was very distribution among the citizens.
an£j stay jOng enough for me driver of the first trolley car which
close 91 to 81, and between Lenfest
to call for people In the front of came Into Rockand, and that As
and Grinnell 57 to 51. Selectmen
the house to come see it: we would sistant Supt. Hobbs was the con
are: Sidney Humes. B. L. Sidelinger
and Archie Lenfest; moderator,
watch lt for a half hour at a time. ductor. Mr. Packard and Roy
Oeorge Finley; clerk, Marion Mitch
Fine Organization Cele One day, while',it was on the line, a Gregory stood on the running
ell; treasurer, W. F. Hatch; collec
sudden shower came up. and the
tor, Archie Hibbert; member of
brating 28th Anniversary bird darted into a clump of del board to keep the crowd off. The
school board, Mildred Merrifield; j
late Herbert L. Shepherd of Rock
road commissioners, Forest Ohap- J
—Southern Belle Was
phinium, and stayed till the shower port and Wilbur A. Pressey of
man and Charles Doe; library trus
was over—then flew to the line Lynn, (Mass.,) were among the
the Founder
tee, Esther Peabody.
again, shook itself—preened its passengers.
Town appropriations $17,800, of
The 28th anniversary of thc Girl feathers, and flew away. We also
which $3500 was for schools, *2200
for Town's poor. $500 for contingent Scouts organization is being ob- had two baby humming birds make
One year ago: Charles Ellis waa
fund, $825 for third class roads, served this week.
calls there."
roads and bridges $1200, State Aid
When Juliette Oordon Lowe, high
appointed acting captain of the
roads $799,50. street lights $180, spirited Southern belle and a
My Boston yachting friend Bill . Wheaton (Ill.) College baseball
town debt and interest $1800, snow friend of Sir Robert Baden-Powell. gwan write* me that the Eastern
team—Burnham <Sc Morrill were
removal, $2200, Emergency fund organizer of the Boy Scouts, re$300. bush cutting $100. Tlie town turned to America from England in Yacht Club will bc at North canning shrimps at their Friend
shc
'hat in touting Haven July 8. Swan will accom- ship factory—Several town meet
the income to be used to perpetual
heid a great gjft fQr thp gjrls ^y the crulse which means that ings were postponed on account of
care of cemetery lots. Health nurs-i
a'"' ,u‘ ulf' *lrls I
ing, *25. The trustees of the libra- 0( the United States. It was hcr the press will be kept well in the blizzard—Mrs. James O. Whit
ry served lunch at noon and the conviction that girls wanted to take formed. The Boston Yacht Club, more (Ann Kittredge,, formerly of
meeting adjourned late ln the aft an active part in their Nations coming later, will be at Tenants Camden) died at Bangor.—Edward
ernoon after discussions of audit government and needed to be Harbor July 15, and at Camden F Clemente, 82. died at Warren trained within the limits of thetr
own understanding for the respon July 17, the intervening day being Albert O Bowler, 85, died at Ingra
ham HUI.
sibility belonging to those who live | given over to a clam-bake.
in a democracy.
n..htieh°H8|in^owirl SC0UL
stresses the fact that in the face
published in 1913 was entitled “How ,
...
j
Oirls Can Help Thelr Country.' of the wldesPread subservice mAlways the Girls Scouts were taught Huences of today the Girl Scout
Camden School Mu
as they are today, to be aware of the movement must strive to become a
needs of thelr communities, their moral force to stand for truth and
sicians Will Be Heard
States and thelr native land.
right and the principles which the
On the Air Sunday
In a special birthday message to United States was founded.
the Girl Scouts, Mrs. Harvey L. Community service is a vital part
Afternoon
Mills of Beverly Hills, Calif., pres of the Girl Scout program.
. I
—,—
ident of the national organization. Health and safety for the com- Sunday afternoon, March 17,
munity and In the home are being 3.30-4 p. m. the Camden High
especially emphasized for the Oirl school musical organizations • The
Scout work of the year.
Girls' Glee Club and Boys Chorus
From the single Savannah troop under the direction of Mrs. Esther
the movement has spread undl it 8. Rogers, supervision of vocal
now has a membership of 672,000 i music, and the Orchestra and Band,
Community Building
girls.
I under the direction of Roger D.
------------------Calderwood, supervision of InstruFamilies with incomes under $500 1 mental music, will broadcast from
Tuesday, March 26
a year spent, in 1935-36, about flve the Camden Opera House on the
cents a person a meal for food; those “Maine Schools on the Air" pro
getting *100 a month Income, about gram over Stations WCSH, WCOU.
Every penny earned g.»cs for thc 10 cents a person a meal, ,’f fam WRDO, and WLBZ.
ilies getting less than $100 a month
benefit of und.-privileged
Dr. Bertram E. Packard, State
You can drive a safe ear at
had been able to get that much, the Commissioner of Education will be
children
any reasonable speed. Increase
national food bill probably would the speaker.
have been increaed 14 percent.
tire mileage 20% to 50%. Drive
A trumpet duet "The Green
Cathedral' by Carl Hahn will be
without shimmy, jiggle, tramp or
played by James Hendrick and
vibration!
Peter Sparta, accompanied by
Selma Heal.
From 35 miles an hour up, does
Harrison C Lyseth. State Direc
tor of Secondary Education, is ln
your car handle as easily as at
charge of these weekly broadcasts.
lower speeds? Or do you uncon
For those who desire to attend
the broadcast, the doors of the
sciously tighten your grip on the
While these engagement! are limited this production will not he
Opera House will be open from 2.45
steering wheel as your nerves be
shown anywhere except at advanced prices—ot least until 1941.
to 3.15 p. m. No persons will be
come more tense? Unbalanced
admitted to the hall from 3.16 until
ADVANCE
the end of the broadcast.
wheels are the cause.
SEAT SALE
A collection will be taken at the
STARTS
conclusion of the program.
Our new Bear Dy-nam-ic
TOMORROW
Wheel Balancer with the NeonSTARTING
A special exhibit of rubber-tired
Box Office Open
farm equipment will be on display
Daily
Eye solves the problem for you,
at Farm and Home Week, to be held
9 A. M. to 9.30 P. M.
by balancing thr wheels not only
at the College of Agriculture, Orono,
from March 25 to 28. Other farm
statically but also dynamically.
and shop equipment will also be on
MAIL
AND
PHONE
ORDERS
TAKEN
NOW
On this machine each wheel Is
exhibit.
Mail orders must be accompanied by money order and
revolved at high speed and the
self-addressed envelope
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Neon-Eye positively detects every
Morning
A
Matinee
spot on the wheel which is out of
H I had my life to live again I
Sunday Shows
Shows
would have made a rule to read some
balance.
3 P. M.-7.3O P. M.
10 A. M.-2 P. M
poetry and listen to some music at

WASHINGTON

a

Girl Scout Week

C. H. S. To Broadcast

KIWANIS DANCE

AT LAST!

FENTON BROS. ORCHESTRA

Advance Sale Starts Tomorrow

GONE WITH THE WIND
FULL

WEEK

SUNDAY
MARCH 24

you are experiencing this
trouble, call and let us explain
what we can do for you.
If

All Reserved

1.10

Not Reserved

75c

All Night Shows 7.30, Reserved, $1.10

FRIDAY, MARCH 15
MATINEE 44M) P. M.
PRICES 10c, 25c

I
I

C. W. Hopkins, Inc.
712 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

EVENLNG, 8.00 P. M.
PRICES 15c, 25c, 35c

TEL. 1000-W

32-lt

least once a week. The toes of them
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
WATCH FIRES

GIRL SINGERS, DANCERS AND COMEDY

COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND

Thursday
Issue

Come any lime from 10 A. M. to 2.05 P. M. and see a
Complete Performance—Not Reserved

Love was not given the human heart
For careless deallng.
Its spark was lit that man might know
Divine revealing.
Heaped up with sacrificial brands.
The flame ln mounting
Enkindles other hearts with love
Beyond the counting.
Reflecting back Into each life.
These vast fires glowing
D' then become perfect love
Of Christ's bestowing.

—Grace Cooildgq

sinking of the lee. Oeorge Dyer,
Victor Elmore, and Richard Bond
were appointed as a committee to
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Hears Gratifying Figures investigate plans and cost of build. ,
ing a rink.
For the eyes of the Lord are
On Recent Carnival—
it was suggested that the annual
Outing Club Supper be held in
over the righteous, and his ears
Future Activities
October next fall and Harold S.
are open unto lheir prayers,—
[ Corthell was unanimously chosen
Although the winter sports season ' chairman of this important event
1 Peter 3: 12.
I is about over at the Snow Bowl, an in the Club's money raising proSO | gram.
,
,i enthusiastic meeting of about
.
El Salvadore is starting several Camden Outing Club members was Discussion of the need of better
[held at the Y.M.C.A. Friday night J facmtjes fOr
feeding Carnival
public works projects.
I Alton H Crone, chairman of the _.row(js ie{) t0 the appointment of
1940 Carnival presented a detailed a committee consisting of Alton
report which showed a profit of plent,h. William Packard and Fred
$1,179.35 Mr. Crone was given a gimpson to study this problem,
rising vote of thanks for his hard
Winifred Burkett was elected aswork in putting on such a splen sistant secretary of the Club.
did Carnival.
! T. J. French gave a general re
port of the finances of tlie Club Ski Gulls Awing
and stated that the total indebted
ness of the Club now consisted of
Three Rockland Youths
a $650 construction note and $900
due for land. These notes totaled j
Get Thrills On Sunday
$2900 three years ago and in thc
same period the Club has paid out
Outing in Pinkham Notch
a g reat deal for construction. The
W.P.A. project on the Ski Slope
In tlie wee sma' hours of Sun-1
was sponsored largely through the day morning,
Dick Andersen,
generosity of Mary Louise Bok and ■ Buzz Delano and Larry Langley,
Capt. Frank Carleton of Rockport, fraternity brothers of the much acbut much of the incidental expense claimed Ski Gull Club, headed for
the snow-capped hills of Newcame from the club's funds.
Plans for next year are already Hampshire. Smartly attired in thc
being made in order that the im latest word in ski tegs, with an am
It’s earlier and
portant work of arranging a win ple amount of skiis strapped to the
ter carnival program for next year back of their car. they made a strik
ing appearance as they departed in
can get off to an early start.
the neighborhood of 3 a m
easier this year
Alton H. Crone was elected chair.
By the grapevine I hear that they
man of thc 1941 Carnival Commit- arrived in North Conway. New
!eeHampshire's skiing mecca at 7
A ski jump a; the Snow Bowl was o'clock. Finding Uie town asleep
Not hall' the men in Rockland
i discussed and Ernest Crie of thc rave for a small diner, they had a
Would know that Easter is March Rockland Ski Gulls wa* chosen to cup of coffee, oatmeal and muffins,
1 investigate this matter
Mr I
r departed for Tuckermans Ra24th this year if it weren't for was again put in charge of all 'inc. The snow was P*1<d nearly
i open ski meets for next season
eight feft h*h alon« tlie I'**1”*8''A hockey rink on the land ha- bul the roads were ln exeellent contheir wives, sweethearts, sisters
ilong been a crying need as thc °‘tion
holel;
h‘>n‘c
iprcsent rink is not satisfactory due aI?d s~ lOd8e was
J® if85***
and mother',.
I,- irvoof
«_
.i
L ,
chy. The cars were parked all over
docryards and stacked knee deep
snow from the sides to avoid the alongside tire highway, most of
The girls know that Easter is
which were from Uie Bay State.
Excellent snow conditions were
earlier and easier. They know
found at Tuckerman's, after which
the boys stopped at the Wildcat
styles are smarter, values better
Trail in Pinkham Notch where the
FIS. downhill race was held. The
and getting into the Easter pa
trail ts one and one-third miles
long and thc fastest running time
rade isn't the job it used to be.
was 2.02. From there the boys drove
to Pinkham Notch Practice Slope. I
A half hour at Gregory's will
and barked into the middle of a ski I
class frcm which they departed
show you what we mean.
with very few words The class was
entirely wemen and the only men
were two very competent instruc- j
tors who didn t need any help from i
Easter Suits
tlie home town boys.
Then off to Cranmorp Mountain,
$20 to $35
commonly known as the Eastern i
Everyone knows smooth tires Slcpe, where the boys had dinner.
The most fascinating sight was the
Easter Hats
arc dangerous. Renew Now! We cccupants of the snow train who
had arrived for an aftemcon gf ski
have tires at price* that will ing. A pair of bright orange ski I
$1.95 to $6.00
pants took the spotlight A lew i
meet every pocketbook.
rides on the tram-car with some ct i
Boston's prettiest secretaries and
Easter Topcoats
then the boys watched Hanns
GUARANTEED
Schnieder instruct a class. They I
then departed for home because a '
$20 to $30
snowstorm had started. In Brtdg-1
NEW TIRES
ton the storm ceased, so they
stopped at Pleasant Mountain for a 1
RE-TREADED TIRES
little more Schussing. in fact well
ever an hour. As darkness appeared
RE-BUILT TIRES
the boys strapped their skiis on thc
car and headed for Rockland. A
USED TIRES
wonderful day. ful! of thrills and
spills.
TEL. 294
Ask one of these boys about Uieir
, trip and they will bc able to give
416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
it in more detail. The Ski Gulls do
get around —by Otto Ski.

Camden Outing Club

The Courier-Gazette

BELLS OF EVENTIME
As twilight shadows softly told
Their lovelight into darkened night.
And clashing sotmds of business day
Abstain their clangor from blatant height,
There comes upon thc dulcet air
An overtone harmonious—rare
'Tis distant bells for vespers ringing
Their music calls my heart to singing,
With ceaseless mystic symphony
And silver clear, in essence of
Star-light and moons of yesteryear,
Treasured sweet in memory's chalice,
Recalling heights that wake the pulse
To ardent prayer for solace, and
Cloistered joys, through years attaining
Progress in this world so rich with
Promise, well worth the effort gaining.
KS F.
Rockland.

11. GERRISH. Dealer

ROCKLAND, ME.

376 MAIN STREET,

FORMERLY 50c

500

50c

CLEANSING I
TISSUES

PEPSODENT
ANTISEPTIC

2 for 40c

TEK
Tooth Brush

2 for 43c

14c

1.15 DAGGETT A RAMSDELL V. N. SANITARY NAP
(OLD CREAM .
gQc
KINS
2 for

60'

1.19 LA SALLE HAND
CREAM

59c

1.25 QT. MAGNOL

50. llAEO SHAMl’llO

35c HILLS NOSE DROPS

24c

75c DJEIt KISS TALC

53c

2 "" 51*'
75c DOANE S KIDNEY
PILLS

19'

50c l’A( QUIN'S HAND

C REAM

30c t .AUFN TOOT1I POR..
35c W EST room brush

39r

39c
75c KXPELLO

belli tor Jft:

25e SQI IBB'S TOOIH

3 for 22

15r LUCKY TIGER
SHAMPOO
LYDIA PINKHAM

VEGETABLEI
/COMPOUND

69c

paste

2 t'" 34r

85c 11. IL AYERS MAKE
UP KIT........

98'

■ DOUBLE EDGE RAZOR

G'l

20‘"rl9c

LARGE

51)

FATHER
JOHNS

[HALIBUT OIL
CAPSULES

. . . For Easter Shopping
... To Pay Old Bills
qulcklv. privately, without rmbarraKsIgtiei . necessary
No
wage assignment. Employer or friends
not notified.
PICK VOt It OWN PAYMENTS

You

Monthly payments including
ALL charges lor:
5 mos.
12 mos.
20 mos.

$50
100
150
200
300

$16.02
21 81
32 75
43.61
65 22

77c

39c

95.02
io as
15 07
20 10
29.90

$6 72
1008
13 40
1990

If you can afford the small repayments
ttiown above you should not hesitate
to write or phone us for a loan at once.
Ask for Mr Rlelly

PERSONAL
FINANCE CO.
Kresge Bldg
Room 201
241 Water Street
Tel. 1155
Augusta. Mc.
Small Loan Statute License No. 1
Charges 3', on unpaid Monthly Balance
up to $150 2><.s, Monthly on Balances
above.

2nd Floor

LB

LB

a a n A HO

27

fancy, milk-fed

uMr Und 6 to 8 lb avc.
A||||A|Z ROAST-BONELES!
vtlUWl\ HEAVY STEER BEEF

14

On Maine Real Estate
This large amount loaned to Maine people oi.
Maine Real Estate is another good illustration of th
high standing which Mutual Savings Banks o
Maine hold in the public mind.

ALL-PURPOSE

WILDMERE

MADE WITH SWEET CREAM

SUNNYFIELD

iWlJinillUiUUliHillllllllilllliltili'IillilllillinilMllIllllfMB
Hilumitl™iiiI, nn. • n ■ will»wv»4TrWiw$. iiif, MiWwiutlii

4^ Top quality Bread |
needn t be Expensive 8

A‘P I
BREAD)
Costs lessTastes better than ever

with

in

Confidence

Maine

Bank,

Lewiston

OUR OWN TEA

NECTAR TEA

Peoples Savings Rank, Lewiston
\iiburii Savings Bank
Mechanics Savings Bank, Auburn
luguNta Savings Bank
Keunebet Sat ings Bank, Augusta
Bangor Saving* Bank
Penobscot Sat ings Bank, Bangor
Hath Savings Institution
Bethel Savings Bank
Biddeford Savings Bank
York County Savings Bank, Bidde
ford
•
'■aco-Blddeford
Savings Institution,
Saco
Brewer Savings Bank
Brunswick Savings Institution

Titers Are All MUTUAL Savings Banks

ORANGE PEKOt

«L. pkg

33®

W LB PKG

15‘

ANN PAGE STUFFED OLIVES , oz .c- 10‘

ANN PAGE STUFFED OLIVES ...oz™ 19‘
LB PKG 9®
8 OZ
PKG 10®

IONA COCOA
ANN PAGE MACARONI DINNER
ANN PAGE

SPARKLE DESSERTS

PKGS

6 FAMCUS FRUIT FLAVORS

IN PAGE MUSTARD
FRUITS & VEGETABLES

4o17‘

CADBAGE
3.13‘
LETTUCE & 2 hos 17'
BANANAS ikm, rve 4 lbs 25'
CAULIFLOWERS „o 19'
FLORIDA

OCl
dta V

Crestview Brand
Med Size DOZ
Eat More Eggs For Better Living

10®

9 02 JAR

IN PAGE GRAPE JAM

COOO
bUUv
Rank

LB

ANN PAGE PRESERVES IMS’ u « 17‘

Springtime Egg Festival

Dover

Piscataquis Sat ings
Hank.
Foxcroft
Eastport Saving* Bank
Franklin
County
ratings
Farmington Mid Phillips
Gardiner saviiiCn Institution
Gorham sating* Bank
Houlton savings Bank
Kennebunk Savings Bank
Machias Savings Bank
Norway Savings Bank
South Paris Savings Bank
Maine Savings Bank, Portland
Portland Savings Bank
Rockland Savings Bank
Sanford Institution for Sating*
Skowhegan Savings Bank
Waterville Savings Hank
I

35c

LB

FAMOUS BRANDS AT BARGAIN PRICES

7'

;,‘15c

PKGS 17'
N.B.C. 'wher?1 BISCUITS
NO 2
SULTANA — Fine
TOMATOES Quality — New York Pack CAN O'
17 OZ
CANS 27'
GREEN GIANT PEAS
13 OZ
CANS 29'
DEL MAIZ NIBLET EARS
12 OZ
10'
CAN
DEL MAIZ NIBLETS
NO. 2
CANS 19«
LARSEN’S VEG-ALL
11'
PKG
SOS CLEANER
7 OT
35'
PKG
TENDERLEAF TEA
tt LB
38'
RCO LABEL
PKG
SALADA TEA
LB
25'
ORANGE PEKOE
PKG
NECTAR TEA
LARGE
SUPER SUDS CONCENTRATED
PKGS 39'
SMAIL
I ARGE gjC
8'
PKG
PKGS
KLEK
2 CAKCS 11'
PALMOLIVE SOAP
15'
OCTAGON SOAP
4
15'
AJAX LAUNDRY SOAP
4
3 CAKES 10'
AJAX FLOATING SOAP
3 CAKES 17'
SWEETHEART SOAP
2 LrAKR0°sE 39'
OXYDOL
2
39'
RINSO
TIN OF
10 CUBES 23'
0X0 BEEF CUBES
POUND I
23'
PKO
NBC PRIDE ASSORTMENT
FANCY. MAINE
A&P CORN GOLDLN BANTAM 3 nc°anI 25'
NO. 2 A«
44 c
IONA STRIN6 BEANS
3 CANS 4 I
2 C°ANi 23'
RELIABLE PEAS
CAN
10'
BABBITT’S LYE
RECEIVE 1 CAN OF BABBITT'S CLEANSER WITH THIS
PURCHASE WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE

Savings Bunks Association of Maine
ludrosroggln County Savings

a POUND PRINTS

tin faduAwx fi&fl JsaiuAn

If you need to borrow on a mortgage loan, talk
your problem over with your nearest Mutual Sav
ings Bank.
Build

LB

SILVERBROOK

It also illustrates the confidence which the Mu
tual Savings Banks have in Maine Real Estate.

Borrow

POUND
PAPER
BAG

24p4 LB BAG

SEEDLESS

Have Loaned $27,816,127

25'

★

GRAPEFRUIT

TheseMutual SavingsBank

LB

SUNNYFIELD

E. B. CROCKETT
Rockland, Maine

29'

Camels, Chesterfields CTN 10
Lucky Strike, Old Gold PKGS

We Have Lots of New Spring Items—Come and
Look Them Over!

5c & 10c to $1. STORE

LB

L. 10'
MACKEREL FILLETS
3t ss 25'
MEDIUM SIZE
SMELTS
PINT 23c
FOR STEWING
OYSTERS
l. 23'
FANCY. SLICEO
HALIBUT
HADDOCK OR FLOUNDER
LB 17'
FILLETS

SUGAR
10
CIGARETTES
FAMILY FLOUR
BUTTER
BUTTER

TEXAS

L0ANSupto$3oo
Cash

SHOULDERS 5^512'

Turbans and Hoods,
Men’s Fancy Rayon
Hose,
pair 9c
each 10c and 25c

• * 4> •

In spite of the war in China, de
partment store sales in Japan are
increasing.

to

HEINZ BABY FOODS.

1.25 MOLLE SHAVING
CIIE.VM

39c

511c PONDS (Ol D ( REAM,
lllc PONDS FACE POWDER .

1.00 LUCKY TIGER IONIC
50c SHAMPOO.

•

Reports from Paul Merriam, con
valescing at tlie Western Mainz
Sanatorium are extremely encour
aging. It is hoped that his gain in
weight of 16 pounds will enable him
to return to his duties here soon.
The new yellow paint applied to
thc "No Admittance' signs on thc
loading platform doors by Otis
Drake, cf the N.Y.A is startling
encugh to give the most near-sight
ed visitor pause.

10c POWDER PUFFS

60c SILVER GERMICIDE
20c ATOMIZER

1.10 Will) ROOT IIAIIt
TONIC

25c

I

Tlie most popular spot in tewn
at the present time is the olfice ol
the Deputy Collector of Interna!
Revenue. Maurice Lord, on the secfloor Rave vou filed your Inj conic Tax return yet?
• • • •
A sure sign cf spring is that the
vacation season has begun, despite j
unseasonable weather. Ansel Saun
ders is being welcomed back to his
route after a month's absence and
Palmer Pease is now enjoying hls
annual leave.

Saucers, complete 10c Ladies’ Pure Silk Hose,
irregulars of 69c
Blue Willow Luncheon
number,
pair 49c
Plates, 25c value;
each 15c Boys’ Pinocchio Polo
Shirts,
each 25c
69c Gray Combinent,
each 45c Button and Buckle
Sets, special Iot of
29c Table Oil Cloth,
10c numbers,
yard 19c
2 cards for 5c

LB

Bottom Round, Cube or N. Y. Sirloin

GRANULATED

Ladies’ House Dresses,
24x36 Floor Mats,
each .19 all 80 square percales,
each 59c; 2 for 1.00
36x72 Floor Mats,
each 49c Special Lot of Ladies’
1.59 Rayon Dresses
each 1.00
1.00 Belgian Rugs,
Sale price, each 79c
1 lot Ladies’ 25c Rayon
Panties.
pair 19c
Blue Willow Cups and

Saturday's victory having evened I
the score between the Post Office I
tcwling teams of Augusta and;
Rockland, thc deciding match will
be rolled at thc Arcade Alleys in
Bath, on March 30

SMOKED

23'
13'

WILDMERE CURED-6 TO 8 LB AVERAGE

Seasonable Goods At Greatly Reduced

Men’s 1.00 Dungarees,
18x36 Floor Mats,
pair 79c
each .09

LB

Porterhouse, Sirloin,

PRE-EASTER

Prices For
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY

.25'

FANCY, MILK-FED
LB AVG.

FOWL 4 TO
SHOULDERS

RIB HALF

SALE of VALUES

•

SOFT
MEATED

LAMB LEGS

STEAKS .

inviansio •*

LIFE

FINE QUALITY MEATS

PORK LOIN

At Our Post Office

• •♦ e

.

HEAVY STEER BEEF

TEA-BAGS

GREGORY’S

•s

colie*'

PRICES EFFECTIVE THROUGH SATURDAY. MARCH 16

SALADS

TREADS

•

ARE LIKE A RAISE IN PAY!

They Do Make Fine Tea

SMOOTH

1

’rt“

When your husband rushes home with news of a raise
in pay, he shouts: “Look darling, MORE money to
spend!” And if you put aside the savings you make
by shopping at your A&P Super Market, you can say
the very same thing!
Start saving today on tender
meats . . . crisp, fresh vegetables . . . tempting groc
eries . . . and all the delicious things we sell at downto-earth prices. You make such big savings because
we share with you the savings we get by buying foods
direct, doing away with many unnecessary middle
profits. Look at these low prices and come in!

>

TRUST

ARROL
Pli.ruMI !<

YOUR A&P
SAVINGS

(For Tlie Courier-Gazette>

DON'T

89c

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 14, 1940

Page Two

462 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND. MAINE
“Grocery and produce prices also
effective at Belfast, and
27 Elm Street, Camden”

SELF
SERVICE

Producer

-

A&P RAISINS
A&P RAISINS
A&P PRUNES

Contumer

SEEDED
SEEDLESS

Campaign!

2
4
2

15 OL ICC
PKGS

15 OZ
PKGS

13
25'
31'

2 LB
PKGS
MEO SIZE
A&P Cooperates with Producer* and Grower* in
promoting the sale of more dried fruit*.

SELF
SERVICI

rn”

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 14, 1940

Evtry-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Brown-tail moth crews are comb
ing Rockland trees and shrubbery.

Colby Post has been appointed
special policeman for thc Snow
Shipyards,

March 15—Ken MacKenzIe's new
radio revue at Community Bldg.
March 16 North Haven Senior Class
play. “Do Not Darken my Door'"
March 16—Warren—Annual ball of
Union Fanners' Co-operative Trading
Club
March 17—Palm Sunday.
March 17-St. Patricks Day.
March 18- Rockport—Town meeting.
March 18—Union—Schools re open.
March 18—Warren—School re-open.
March 19—“Turquoise Trails" lecture
by Alton Hall Blackington at Com
munity Building.
March 20-21 Annual conference of
Maine D.A R.. In Augusta.
March 21—Monthly meeting of the
Baptist Men's League
March 22—Oood Friday
March 24 Easter Sunday.
March 24 Warren Easter pageaut.
"Joeeph of Arimathea'1 al Baptist
Church.
March 24-CantaU “The Resurrec
tion" at Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church
March 26—Klwanis Charity Ball at
Community Building.
March 27—Democratic State Oonveu
tion ln the Bangor Auditorium.
March 29—Public concert by Rubin
stein Club at Congregational Church
March 29—Cainden—Concert by High
School at Opera House
April 4 (10 a. rn.) Republican State
Convention tn City hall Portland.
April 4 (12 m )—Second District Re
publican Convention In Otty hall, Port
land.
_
April 4-5—RF.D. Resuscltator Fund
Fair at Community Building
April 6—Knox Pomona Grange meets
with Weymouth Grange. Thomaston.
April 10-15—Maine Methodist Con
lerence ln Auburn.

J. Weston Hall, formerly of Rock
land is critically ill at a hospital in
Portland, Ore.

Mrs. Olive Walker has bcen called
to Swan's Island by the illness of
her father John Stanley.
Mrs. J. Weston Hall died sudden
ly Sunday afternoon in Portland.
Ore. Funeral services will be held
Friday afternoon at Finley's funeral
parlors in tliat city.

Services foi' Irving T. Stanley, who
died yesterday at his home on Gay
street, will be held at the Burpee
funeral home Friday at 10 a. in.
The interment will bc at Monhegan.
In thc weekly garden broadcasts
is noted that of tomorrow at 11.46
a. m. over the Mutual Broadcast
ing network, with Martha S. Pratt,
consultant garden architect, speak
ing on "A Oarden of Vistas."

A benefit supper and card party
will be held at Pleasant Valley
Orange hall March 22 with Mrs.
Ethel Connon, Etta Andersen, Mary
Chapman, Mabel Thorndike, Net
tie Farrand. Otace Ludwick as sup- 1
per committee, and Audrey Ttel,
Dorothy Baxter, Sue Bowley and!
Ruth Ward in charge of the card
party. Proceeds will bc given to
Schooner Benjamin Thompson o! a most worthy cause, and Informa
Portland is hack in her native ele tion may be had to anyone wishing
ment after being hauled at the to help by calling Mrs. Connon. at;
South Railway for repairs.
Hillcrest Riding Academy.
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary of the]
The Rockland Stamp Club meet
ing at 7.30 tonight in its club room Spanifh War Veterans celebrated,
in the H. H. Crie block will enter its 10th birthday last night at the '
tain visitors from the Belfast Legion hall, observing at the same j
Stamp Club.
time past presidents’ night. Mrs.’
Laura Ranlett. past Auxiliary pres
Keith Goldsmith, proprietor of ident. presided at tlie meeting, with
the Economy
Clothes Shop, de the following past presidents fill
stroyed in thc recent Temple fire ing the chairs: Mrs. Ella Hyland.
has leased the store at 435 Main Mrs. Myra Watts. Mrs. Nelia Vose,
street, formerly occupied by the Mrs. Minnie Smith, Mrs. Jessie
Wall and Mrs. Adah Roberts, with
Carroll Cut rate.
President Annie Trundy acting as
hostess. A delicious supper under
Tomorrows meeting of the Ro the supervision of Miss Olive
tary Club is in charge of Raymond Carnes and Mrs. Carla Kirk, was
E. Thurston, who recently dis served before the meeting, with a
cussed ‘•orchards' as guest speaker. special table for the past presiThe Bulletin hints broadly that e'enta. Dainty place cards and fa
samples might be in order.
vors marked the places. There was
a large attendance with many
The last in the scries of quiet guests from Camden and Owl's
hour Lenten services in the Uni Head
versalist vestry will be held tonight.
BORN
In addition to Dr. Lowe's address
on the teachings of Jesus. Mans Russell—At Knox Hospital. March 14.
to Mr and Mrs. Robert Russell,
Heistad of Rockport will sing. daughter.
Friends will please arrive at little
before 7 30 p. m. because of the na
ture of the service.

SBBi

RED HOT SPECIAL!
SATURDAY ONLY

THE PERRY MARKETS
TOP QUALITY FOOD VALUES—TRY THEM BOTH—

BOTH FOR

ONE QUART BAKED BEANS
ONE LOAF BROWN BREAD,

Eugene Ryan, a Knox County in
mate of the Sailors' Snug Harbor,
Staten Island, N. V. recently paid
a visit to the plant of thc New York
Dally News, which claims thc larg
est newspaper
circulation
in
America; and senos Thc CourierGazette an interesting souvenir of
that visit.
Thc N.Y.A. Girls' staff held its
first meeting at tne N.Y.A.. Room,
Community
Building.
Tuesday
night electing thc following offi
cers: President, Mrs. Wilhelmina T.
Fogg, supervisor of project 17-Y;
vice president. Miss Marion Free
man; secretary. Miss Mildred O.
Ferrin; treasurer. Miss Vina Har
low; social committee, chairman.
Miss Annie Brooks; exhibit com
mittee, chairman, Mrs. Mildred
Barter. All girls elected to the staff
arc required to have an "A ’ rating
Recommendation for “A" rating
is based upon workmanship, co-op
eration and leadership.
It is
planned to have individual instruc
tions in sewing and craft work of
all kinds. Miss Virginia Merriam
was the instructor of the evening,
giving an hours lesson in Weaveit, Equipment and materials were
shown. The staff adjourned to
Chisholm's Spa for refreshments.

Mrs

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the voters of Vlnal- 1
haven who made possible my election I
as Tax Collector.
Dorothy L. Billings
Vinalhaven.
*
CARD OF THANKS
We wlah to express our appreciation '
for the many acta of kindness, and
expressions of sympathy from our many
friends at this time of our great be
reavement.
Mrs. Lester R Grant, Mrs Carrie
Wentworth. Mr and Mrs. Ralph Young
and family.
*
Union.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our thanks to
those whose kindness at the time of
our bereavement eased In a measure
the burden of our grief. To those who
sent flowers or oflered the use of thelr
car we are deaplv grateful
Mrs Gertrude Wellman. Mr and Mrs.
Raymond Ludwig and family. Mr and
Mrs Charles Childs and family.
South Hope
•

According to Collier's, Buddlia,
Do you read magazines? Wo liave
the largest selection in thc city, thc founder of thc world's great re
at Huston Tuttle Book Co , 404 Main ligions, is the most sacred person
6t., Rockland.
30-32 age ever depicted in a statue wear
ing eyeglasses.
A 1940 successor to Community
Fair is the big Carnival-Fair to bc
held April 4-5 in Community Build
ing. All local, every penny to buy
Rockland’s inhalator - resuscltator.
Orand entertainment, grand fun, a
worthy objective.
31-33

IP"
BSAZ J
S^EailwIw I

29c

PERRY’S MARKETS

Ib 13c
Ib 19c

BEST CENTER
CUTS

AT OUR FISH COUNTERS
“SWAP FOR CASH" ON ALL MERCHANDISE IN THE STORE

Our Fish Managers arc experts in their line. They allow only the freshest of
fish to go over the counter. They also offer you a complete variety of fish in
season. See their displays this week for truly Fresh Fish at Low Prices.
I RESII BAY

WOTTON’S

HADDOCK

Pre-Easter
SPECIALS
HUMMING BIRD
HOSE
Easter Special!
A NEW HOSE
in all the Spring Shades

DRESSED
AS DESIRED

8c

Ib

NEW
EASTER BAGS
in all colors

$1.00 and $1.98

MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

THURSDAY-FRIDAY. MARCH 14-15
HEDY LAMARR AND SPENCER TRACY
in

“I TAKE THIS WOMAN”

SALT MACKEREL.... lb 15c

GORTON'S

CODFISH CAKES 2 tins 25c

THIS WEEK'S
BREAD SPECIAL
More lein (resh
men (or muscle
— extra vitamin
Bi (or health
protection!

KEN-L-RATION
_

_ __ ^gSS’S^SKSHSpeedy Suds

in

“BALALAIKA”
with a large, outstanding cast, including
FRANK MORGAN, LIONEL ATWILL, C. AUBREY SMITH

Puts 25 times
more soap
right on dirtf
spots
WHITI RIPNIII

fi

EXTRA/

ioc

WT-IC:'

Swift's Silver Leaf

ALL PURPOSE

DISPOSABLE
TISSUES

Always have a box
! handy. Kleenex has
hundreds of uses.

Moore’s
A

14-Th-tf

HIGHEST il enWiIlin Moore°

Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
390, 781-1 or 781-U

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

119-tf

Green

Orchid

•

9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, MB.
98-tf

COOKIES

4™-

OC z/

DAZZLE
BLEACH. GERMICIDE,

See Our Display Of
MOORE’S HIGH GRADE
PAINTS AND VARNISHES

DEODORANT, DISINFECTANT
QUART BOTTLE
B°x°f

Use

WAX PAPER................... 2 rolls 27c
Franco-American Spaghetti 3 tins 25c
PEACHES..................... 2 lge tins 29c
PEARS................................. lge tin 19c
BROOMS...............................each 25c
CREAM CORN STARCH 2 pkg 16c
DOG OR CAT FOOD .... 6 tins 25c
CORN FLAKES................ 2 pkgs 10c
DEL MONTE PEAS........ 2 tins 29c
CORNED BEEF.. two 12-oz tins 31c
MATCHES..................... 6 boxes 18c

THERE ARE 999 USES
FOR DAZZLE IN EVERY HOME

Bring Your Paint Problems To Us—We Are
Ready To Help You Solve Them!

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

17c

Paint

200 Sheet* . .

21c

25/
LARGE

LOAF’ 12/
Armour’s or Swift’s

Large Fresh Native

COCOANUT MACAROONS
SHREDDED WHEAT NBC
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
PILLSBURY'S FLOUR
MOLASSES
PURE BARBADOS
PEANUT BUTTER
CHARMINE TOILET TISSUE
TENDER LEAF TEA

SUNSHINE

>

quality

nil

BURPEE’S
118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

°|b

r use PainJ
Colors

LARGE SIZE
EACH

OLEO
Ib llj?

FLOUR
EGGS
LARD
J lbs 25/ 24!- LB. BAG 75/ <IOZ27/

GRAPEFRUIT....................... tin 10c

at
Perry’s 8Sr Market

ADMISSION 35c and 25c

lb.

LEAN, MEATY

RYE RAISIN BREAD

CUT RITE—125 FT. ROLLS

or THE

29c

YOU GET QUALITY FOODS EVERY TIME!

NEW PACK

All kinds of MOORE'S PAINT
PRODUCTS now on sale

Hal’s Rhythmaires

lb.

GRAPENUTS.............................. .......... 2 pkgs 25c
Grapenut Flakes, popular new size,
2 pkgs 25c
Baker’s SEMI-SWEET CHOC................ 2 bars 25c
POST TOASTIES...................................... 3 pkgs 19c
MINUTE TAPIOCA............................... 2 pkgs 21c

ANGEL CAKES

with SIR CEDRIC IIARDW1CKE, NAN GREY
SENSATIONAL SHORT SUBJECT!
Actual fight pictures—JACK DEMPSEY vc. JESS WILLARD,
brought to light after SO years. Come and see Dempsey use thc
tactics against Willard which Johnny Igoe believes would enable
him to flatten Joe Louis in the flrst round. Those of you who
never saw Jack Dempsey fight should not miss this special spec
tacular reel. It is doubtful if there will be another opportunity
to see the great fighter in action. These are the actual films, not
re-enacted, of the Dempsey-W’illard fight.
SUNDAY-MONDAY, MARCH 17-18
NELSON EDDY, LLONA MASSEY, CHARLES RUGGLES

.Pu«e linseed

TOP ROUND STEAK Ib 29c

CHUCK ROAST,

“THE INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS”

A
PAINT

lb.35c

BETTY CROCKER RECIPE 13 EGG

A. L ANDERSON

GLENCOVE
GRANGE HALL

SIRLOIN STEAK,

ALEWIVES..............3 for 17c
PINK SALMON .... 2 tins 29c
MACKEREL..............tin 10c

SATURDAY ONLY. MARCH 16
EERIE! STRANGE!! AMAZING!!!

bake them IH OPEN pots
^UUBH.CKOVSHSr

Ib. 15c

When wc fill your order, you get the very finest to be
had. And not only that, but you get FRESH GOODS
that ARE FRESH . . . Onc item of food which we are
proud to recommend is thc bread that we KNOW will
SALE VND DEMONSTRATION SWIFT’S FAMOUS
please every member of your family—
BROOKFIELD BUTTERIb33c
GOLDEN HEART BREAD
DIRECT FROM THE OVENS TO US—WE ARE PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO OFFER OUR CUS
TOMERS THIS OUTSTANDING VALUE—

GOODEN EWS

Every Saturday Nite

STEWING BEEF,

LEAN, BONELESS
POT ROAST,

YUM! YUM! STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE IN MARCH!
BIRDSEYE
STRAWBERRIES BOX 21/

Show Times: Matinees, Saturday 2.30; Sundays, 3.00
Every Evening, at 8.00

DANCE

HAMBURG STEAK, lb. 15c

FRESH HADDOCK
2 lbs 27c
SPAWN FRESH DAILY ARRIVALS
FRESH
pint 23c
OYSTERS
OPENED
NEW ST. JOHN
SALT FISH BITS, 3 lbs 25c

BAKER’S COCOA.................................. lh tin 14c
JELL O or JELL-O PUDDINGS
4 pkgs 19c
CALUMET BAKING POWDER, 2 12-oz tns 31c
SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR........... pkg 23c
DIAMOND CRYSTAL SALT........... 2 pkgs 15c

WALDOTHEATRE

33-37

SALT PORK................................ Ib 10c
PIG’S LIVER.......................... 31b. 25c
BACON—diced...........................lb 19c
BACON SQUARES................. lb 12c
SAUSAGE—home made...... lb 17c

WELL KNOWN BRANDS — AT LOW PRICES
reg™r°grr.nd
Ib tin 25/
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE
/3 Ib bar 15/
BAKERS CHOCOLATE

Just arrived for Easter

Next Cainden Yacht Club

LBS.

29/
35/

27c

1.00"1.98-2.98up
CHILDREN’S DRESSES

CAMDEN, ME.

DOZ.

CORNED BEEF SALE
FANCY FRESH
10/
bunch
CELERY
HEAVY STEER. OR THICK RIB
AA
CRISP
LOUISIANA
FOR RAKING,
BRISKET,
lb. AuC
YAMS
FRYING OR BOILING 5 lbs 25/
FOR OVEN ROAST—BONELESS
AA
SNOW WHITE
Ib 13/ FIVE RIB BEEF,
CAULIFLOWER
HEADS
lb ZuC
25/
new crop
2 lbs
RHUBARB
BEST CENTER SLICES
lb
3 bunches 15/ HAM,
CARROTS
MADE ON OCR NEW SUPER CUBE
7 for 25/ STE
GRAPEFRUIT
AK MACHINE
FANCY LARGE
lb.
doz 29/ CUBE STEAK,
ORANGES
FLORIDAS

79c pp

Ask About Our
TIME PAYMENT PLAN

i

COFFEE,

SMOKED SHOULDERS
PORK CHOPS

2
2

SUPREME doughnuts,

SHORT SHANK LEAN

BOATS AND MOTORS

COURTEOUS SERVICE

FREE PARKING

PROMPT DELIVERY

DIED

Spear—At Camden. March 12. Clara,
widow of Allen Spear, aged 79 vears j
Fur eral Thursday at 2 o'clock Irom1
I Baptist Church.
I Hubbard—At Thomaston, March 12.
Sandra. Infant daughter ot Mr and
Mrs. Ashley Hubbard
Burial ln Bel' fast
I Stanley—At Rockland. March 13. Irv| lng T. Stanley, aged 77 years. 2 months.
8 days. Funeral Friday at 10 o'clock
: from Burpee funeral home. Burial ln
Monhegan.
| Hall At Portland. Orc. March 10.
J Weston Hall. Funeral Friday
afternoon at Finley’s funeral parlors ln
1 Portland. Ore.
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bskt of 2012c
2 pkgs 19c
24!j

LB. BAG

24!j LB. BAG

$1.02

$1.00

GALLON 59c

2 Ib jar 23c
4 rolls 25c
Ige pkg 35c

ORANGE MARMALADE lb jar 12c
FRIENDS RICE PUDDING, tin 10c
FRIENDS INDIAN PUDD’G tin 10c
Friends Baked Bean Soup, 2 tins 29c
TOMATO JUICE ......... lge tin 19c
SALT..... ......................... 10 lb bag 22c
JOHNSON BEANS................ qt 12c
Golden Bantam Com........ 3 tins 25c
STRING BEANS.............. 3 tins 25c
CREAM OF WHEAT......... pkg 23c
MACARONI................ 5 lb box 27c
CONFECTIONER’S SUGAR pkg 7c
IVORY SOAP.................. 5 bars 25c
CREAM TARTAR COMP, lb tn 25c
SOAPINE.......................... lge pkg 19c

TOWEL FREE
HIGHLAND 100% PURE
VERMONT MAPLE SAP
SYRUP
PURE SYRUP
MAPLE SAP
12 OZ JUG

31c

A Real Maple Syrup
Contains Nothing Else

BE SURE AND GET YOUR SWAP FOR CASH TICKETS AT BOTH OUR MARKETS—SWAP FOR
CASH HAS ALREADY PAID OUT IN DIVIDENDS $1,900.00.

PERRYS PARK STREET MARKET
ad

Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 14, 1940
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Has Three Reasons

WALDOBORO

KNOX COUNTY HOUSES OF WORSHIP

WARREN

A Finnish Social

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

All the finnish churches have not
been destroyed by the Russians. Toftftftft
Why
He
Intends
To
Vote
ftftftft
i night at the Finnish Congregational
5
5
2
4
b
ALENA L. STARREMT
1
For Frederick G. Payne
Church, Georges River Road a soMRS. LOUISE M3WE8
Correspondent
| cial will be held for Finnish re
A
Corrc»5X>iKl«A
In the June Primaries
17
1
8
9
ftftftft
lief. Admission is free. On the
ftftftft
!
program,
in
charge
of
Rev.
Sam

TW. 40
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Tri an
uel Nevala, will be among others,
II
12,
10
»3
If I should be stopped by the man
Rev. Alex Raita of Friendship as
on the street and asked why I in
The
vacancy
at
the
Anderson
g
Ues
t
speaker,
Mrs.
Nestor
Saloma

Miss Leona Rines and Mrs. Eliza
tend to vote for Mayor Frederick
17
lb
15
14
beth Dudley of Portland were
G Payne for Governor, my answer school, caused by the resignation ki of Warren as soloist, girls from
Long
Cove
and
the
Jolly
Toilers'
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
last
month
of
Mrs.
Ruth
Pattan
of
wculd be the following three rea
io
i 19
21
Fred L. Burns.
18
sons:
Rockport, has been filled by Mrs. 4-H Club, all in costume. Miss Elea
1—He is an exceptionally smart Elsie Gaspar of Thomaston, a for nor Nelson will recite a poem ap
Owing to the storm of March 5
propriate to the occasion.
business executive and with his
no meeting of Good Luck Rebekali
ll 23
25
24
Before the program and during
knowledge of accounting he has ac- mer Warren girl, who has had ex
Lodge was held. Roll call and
I coniplished a feat of placing Au perience in Massachusetts schools, the evening, coffee will be sold,
Anniversary night will be observed
2b
27
gusta's financial structure on so and who taught for two years in served from gleaming copper cof
March 19. Supper will be served
substantial a base that a loan this the Thomaston schools after re fee pots by the 4-H girls. Accom
before the meeting.
year in anticipation of taxes was
Ao
Mrs. William T. Spear of Port
ia
panying the coffee will be cake and
31
29 1
negotiated at the most advantage turning to Maine.
land has been guest of her daugh
Finnish coffee bread, the "best” of
ous terms ever accorded a Maine
Services Sunday at the Congre all Finnish coffee tables. You know
ter, Mrs. B G Miller.
i 34
city, by other than local banks, so gational Church will be in observ the goodness of coffee bread, but
35
3b ^7
Charles Howard was a business
32- 33
far as can be determined.
visitor Saturday in WinthTop.
ance of Palm Sunday with sermon have you ever tasted homemade
•
W
(Tliis
accomplishment
alone at 10 30 on "Palms or Psalms;'
Rev. Samuel Johnson of Boston
ife
41
39 w 40
should be considered by every vot- Music will Include, a trombone solo, Finnish cheese which will also by
was weekend guest of Floyd
sold
during
the
evening.
i
|«r>.
Benner.
“The Palms." by Dr. Judson Lord, [
w;
Go. and by so doing, help the
2— During the five years of his response, “Our Iniquity” by the
1
Miss Joan Burnheimer is pass
43
42
44 45
suffering
in
Finland
where
not
administration
as
Mayor
of
Augusing the school recess in Boston,
choir; and the selection, “Saviour's
onl.v
churches,
but
homes
and
hos

|
ta
the
tax
rate
has
been
stabilized,
Mrs. Joseph Tait has returned
Command" by Mrs. Sidney Wyllie,
1
47
4b
salary cuts have all been restored soprano. The last in the series of pitals. women and children have
from Bath Memorial Hospital where
to
city
employes
and
the
city
debt
she has been a surgical patient.
sermons on "Gods Questions to been the target of a ruthless ag
reduced by a very substantial Man." will be delivered at the 6 gressor.
Mr and Mrs. Nelson Thompson
40
amount.
of Dorchester, Mass., were week
o'clock vesper service "God's Ques
3—Due to his great business abil tion of Wonder" the title. A tenor
end guests of his mother, Mrs ,
ity he has been able to bring new solo, “Calvary" will be sung by GEORGES RIVER RD.
Annie Thompson.
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
industries into the State and his Chester Wyllie; the response, "Hear Service. Sunday will be held at
The Susannah Wesley Society
10-Great water-falls
40- Correlative of
1-Extended cliffs
—Photo by Dow. efforts contributed very much to Our Prayer" by the choir; and the Finnish Church at 1.30; Sun
will meet this afternoon with Mrs
11- Appear
neither
7- Nude
the establishment of these indus "Hosanna," also a choir selection. day School 3 to 4.
Eudora Miller.
West Rockport Baptist Church, supplied by Rev. C. Vaughn Overman
41- To the sheltered side 12- Dispatched
8- lreland
tries
in
such
places
as
Augusta.
Capt. Ralph Pollard, Floyd Ben
Church
School
will
meet
at
9
30.
of Rockport
13- Condemns to
42- Likeness
Mrs. Albert Nelson and sons Axel 1O-Signt denoting
Hallowell. Gardiner. Skowhegan.
ner and Thomas Richards are
Rev. William S. Stackhouse will
punishment
omission in writing 44-The skin
| and the new factory in Rockland. deliver the two last sermons on the and Uno Nelson motored Sunday to
spending a few days in Lowell,
16-Egyptian god
46- A dell
12-Fish nets
ing ski poles, proceeded down the
Portland
where
they
were
dinner
Having
presented
these
three
rea

Mass
Waldoboro Carnival floor and stopped before the throne sons I would like to point out the series, "Seven Words from the guests of Mr and Mrs. Neil Nelson. 14- A beverage (pl.)
19- Narrow roads
47- Kinq of beasts
Louis Burns has been in Boston
48- Christian sect of 5th 20- Part of the feet
The first two boys pivoted and method of which he is campaigning Cross." at the Baptist Church, Returning, they were accompanied 15- Before
a lew days on business.
23-Oecay
Palm Sunday at 11 a. m., "The
century
17- Cauterize
stepped backward, crossing their for the Governorship Mayor Payne for
• • • •
25-Equality
Word of Triumph," and at 7 p. m. by Misses Arlene Nelson and Helen 18- Half a score
High School Students
poles
in
the
form
of
an
arch.
The
does
not
criticize
the
State
adminis

Johnson
who
had
visited
there
a
28- Part of a flower
Democratic Town Committee
"Tlie Word of Assurance." Church
19- Rests against
VERTICAL
tration
as
other
gubernatorial
can

other
boys
in
the
line
followed
suit.
29- Fermented juice of
Put On Fete Which Is
At a largely attended Demo
School will meet at 9 45
Roger few days. Enroute to Portland the 21- Gained
didates
have
done
but
instead
has
Four
pairs
of
boys
and
girls
then
grapes
cratic Caucus held in Clark's hall
Teague will be soloist, his number young women were overnight guests 22- English street car
Judged “Best Ever”
30- Crowd
tnarched tn. as representatives of built his campaign on a construe "Tlie Palms ”
1- Father
Tuesday night tha standing town
or Mr. and Mrs. William Duley in 24-Covert
tive
line
with
constructive
ideas
and
31A
fish
2- Oreek god of war
------'each class. They proceeded down
committee was unanimously re
The preaching service at the Bath where they also called on Mr. 26- Upon
33-Dry
3Allow
After a week of activity in whicli
floor, marched under the ski lets his present and past records
27Mueical
note
elected and six members added to
Pleasantville Rural School building and Mrs. Edwin Harjula.
36- Preposition
4- River in Scotland
28- Boil slowly
serve for the coming two years.
the whole school was engaged in pole arch, stepped up on the plat- as a public administrator back him will be at 2 30 Sunday with tlie
37- Check
Walter
Stackpole
and
son 30-Pronoun
5- Greek goddess of
These comprise the committee: preparing for the event. Waldoboro form, and turned about, forming a as to what may be expected of him Sunday School convening at 2.15.
39-Evergreen trea
Charles and Robert Carey attended 32-Fellne
discord
Mrs. Dora H. Yorke. Fred L. Burns, High s Carnival achieved a success semi-circle. A huge snowball, con- if elected Oovernor of Maine.
41-Melody
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank Jr. town meeting Monday at the Keag. 34-Situations
6- Tendons
Merle F Dobbins
Alton G. Winchenbach. James A. beyond expectations. The gym was taining the King and Queen was
43-The (Fr.)
7- Bulky package
(Jennie Lampinen) who were re
Duane. Mrs. M. Louise Miller, attractively decorated wtth blue and then carried into the room. The
Wilho Savela of Quincy, a nephew 36-Part of a circle
9-An emperor of Rome 46-Hiqh prieet
cently married were given a delight
38-Snare
Clarence Woodbury. Bernard Ben
GROSS
NECK
snowball was placed on tne floor
ful surprise reception and miscel of Mrs. Frank Johnson of East
ner, Eugene Taylor. James Harkins, white streamers and silver stars, and the King and Queen stepped
Ralph Genthner, Bernard Genth laneous shower at the home of Mr Friendship will sail soon to join the
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
Jr., Perl Winchenbach and Miss and a great deal was added to the
ner and Kenneth Genthner of Me and Mrs. Albert Mank Sr,, recent air forces of Finland. Mr. Savela
out.
Draped
in
handsome
red
and
effect
by
the
unusual
booths,
placed
HOPE
Annie O Welt.
blue flowing robes, trimmed with domak and Edwin Collamore of ly. Arrangements had been made was taught to fly by Arthur Har
Delegates to the State Conven around the hall.
Miss Pauline True and James
white fur. Thomas Creamer and Broad Cove have been recent call by Mr. and Mrs. Onni Korpi, and jula who received hls flying in
Refreshment
booths
were
spon

tion are Mrs. Dora H. Yorke, Clar
ers at Melvin Genthner's.
Wentworth attended the recent
struction
in
Rockland.
Together
Misses
Julia
Lampinen.
Aili
Lam

Phyllis
Mank
marched
toward
ihe
ence Woodbury. Alton Winchen sored by each class. There were
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stahl of Broad
winter carnival in Bridgton and
bach, Bernard Benner, James A. many original ideas, among them throne to be crowned the King and Cove visited recently with her par plnen. Helmi Lampinen and Ger they have been frequent visitors took part in the skating exhibition.
trude
Lampinen.
Present
were
here
in
their
own
plane
Duane and Mrs. M. Louise Miller a Japanese temple, an Old English Queen of 1940 A Grand March ents. Mr and Mrs. Charles Geele
Tliey were supper guests ol Mr and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mank. Sr,
Alternates are Miss Annie O bakery shop, a Scottish thatch- followed, led by the ccrona"on
Mrs Charles Morse and children Mr and Mrs. Albert Mank Jr,
Mrs G L. Wentworth while there.
Welt Perl W».rchenbach, Raymond rooted cottage and a novelty coro group
of the village were guests Monday
UNION
Herbers Brown has been con
Genthner, Franklin Pitcher’ Mrs. nation booth.
These committees, along with the of her parents, Mr and Mrs Frank Mlss Julia Lampinen. Miss Aill
fined to his home with erysipelas.
Lampinen. Miss Helmi Lampinen.
Schools
will
re-open
Monday.
Cassie Simmons and E. John Miller.
enthusiastic
co-operation
of
the
en

Simmons.
There also were game booths run
Miss Gertrude Lampinen, Emo
Mrs. Mildred Dunton. Wiilard
Mrs. Eldora Gross was a Rockland Lampinen. Mr and Mrs Korpi,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Powell who re Brcwn
by the students and decorated with tire student body, were responsible
and Henry Libby have been
WALDOBORO POSTOFFICE
visitor recently.
cently
visited
in
Massachusetts,
re

the school colors, blue and white. for the success of the Carnival:
Mr and Mrs. Waino Lehto, Mr
confined to their homes with
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley visit and Mrs. Austin Kalloch. Miss turned home last Thursday.
Co-chairman. Thomas Creamer,
The Senate returned lo its Post- A new game was introduced, often
grippe.
cffice Committee yesterday the___
seen___
at____
the_____
fairs, called “Pennv Peggy Storer; assistants. Mona Win ed recently in New Harbor.
Gloria Bridges. Mr and Mrs. An
Silvio Roy went Friday to Thom
Miss Gertrude Hardy has re
Mr and Mrs Irvine Condon ol drew Juura. Miss Madeline Mank
nomination of Annie D. Thompson Pitch'' which was run bv Douglas chenbach. Maynard Wallace. Bar
to be
Waldoboro Richards Ernest McLain and Roy bara Picinich; building booths com Thomaston liave been recent guests all of this town, and George Hall aston where he has employment at sumed teaching at Sebasco after a
lw postmaster at u-.u..
vacation spent at home
Tlie committee had previously rec Winchenbach. There also were mlttee. Miltor Chapman. Aubrey of Mrs Condon's parents, Mr. and of Thomaston. Refreshments were the Cement plant.
Mrs
Melvin
Genthner.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Esancy
at

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig
ommended confirmation, but Chair
Ellis. Thomas Bragg; decorating
served and parlor games played.
Mr. and Mrs. Chaplin of Me Mr and Mrs. Mank received many tended the funeral services Tues and family were callers Sunday at
man McKellar (D-Tenn.) asked dart throwing, run by Elmer Achorn ccmaui'i?. Constance Newbegin
and
Clayton
Hoak.
and
swing
ball
that lt be returned.
chanic's Falls are visiting Mr. and gifts of dishes, linen and money.
day for Albert Esancy of South the heme of Mrs. Gertrude Well EAST WALDOBORO
and nail driving, run by Berton Mary Miller, Arthur Hi’ion; adver Mrs. Woodrow Simmons.
Mrs. N. W. Rines of the village
man in South Hope.
tising committee. Stewart PoJard,
Mrs. Boynton Maxey and Mrs Hope.
and daughter Mrs. E. M Dudley of
Rceent callers at Allison Waltz's
At last we've run across a fellow Scott and Robert Bagley. A baseball
An
interesting
Orchard
Farm
Mrs.
Elliston
McFarland
and
Richard
Miller;
ticket
chairman.
game, run by Robert Creamer. Ger
were Miss Virginia Creamer of William Partridge gave a delight
Bureau meeting was held at the Portland were guests Sunday at
who is lonelier than was the Man
ald Hilton. Edwin Black and Ru Martin Kallinen. Louise McLain: Broad Cove and Mrs. Percy French ful surprise party Tuesday night child who have been visiting Mrs. Grange hall Tuesday with speak J. A. Rines'.
Without a Country. This unique dolph Kantola. was popular.
King and Queen contest. Madeline of West Waldoboro
at the home of the former, com John Williams and Mr. and Mrs. ers frem the University of Maine
Mt. and Mrs. Elbert Starrett of
plimenting Mrs. Arthur Starrett Dwight Collins of Burkettville. re A square meal was served at noon ! Warren were callers Sunday at C.
chap thinks the Finns are all wrong!
The outstanding attraction of Rines. Harold Orff; coronation cere
on
her
birthday.
The
guest
of
mony.
Thelma
Nutter.
Peggy
Jame

turned
home
Tuesday.
When
a
hen
lays
200
eggs
a
year,
the evening was the one act play.
under the direction of Mrs Flor- ' Bowers’.
received
manj'
gifts,
Mr and Mrs Charles Robinson
Merrill Esancy of Appleton was a ence Brown, foods leader for this
Cooking schools in Oermany are “The Monkey s Paw' presented by son Barbara Scott; chairman of re- she puts into those eggs about 14 honor
feature
of
which
was
a
handker

fiethment
booths.
Joyce
Porter;
times as much calcium as there
community.
of South Warren were recent
ithe Dramatics Club, its final provisitor Tuesday in North Union.
being given special rations.
chief
shower.
Beano
was
played.
game
booths.
Harwood
Steele.
Roy
is in her whole body at any one
visitors at the home of Mrs Nellie
1 duction for this year. A good mys
Mrs. Carl Sukeforth who has been
Reever.
tery, with flne performances on the Winchenbach; check room. Urban | time. So for egg production, hens Mrs Starrett winning the grand caring for Mrs. Blanche Roy and
prize
Guests
were,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Mrs. C. Bowers called Fridav *•
i part of the actors, and unusual Borneman. Arthur Burgess: door j must have a steady supply of cal Benjamin Davis. Mr and Mrs Le child of Liberty, returned home
BRONCHIAL
Mrs Marshall White's and Mrs
(sound and lighting effects arranged ticket salesmen. Louise Mank. Er-, cium. plus the right amount of roy Norwood. Mr and Mrs. Alvah Sunday.
William Stanford's tn Warren.
j by an efficient stage crew, made nest McLain; ticket collectors. May- phosphorus to go along with the Simmons. Mr and Mrs. Arthur
calcium. And if the hen is to make
School closed Friday lor two
| the performance a successful one. nard Wallace. Richard Miller.
Starrett
and
son
Wayne,
Mr
and
How
to
win
friends?
Well,
one
-----------------good use of the calcium and phos Mrs. Phillip Simmons, Mr. and
weeks’ vacation. Easter refresh
{The cast of the play, directed by
England has an anti-waste cam-! Phorus- she also has to have vitamin Mrs. Leland Philbrook, Mr. and good way is to olet your associates
ments were served.
Miss Stevens was made up of Har
I D in the form of sunlight or in Mrs William Partridge. Mr and experience that same degree of sel
Miss Leona Rines. R. N. of Port
wood Steele. Peggy Storer. Arthur paign.
! fish oil.
land was recent guest of Mrs. J A.
To quickly relieve DISTRESS—when Hilton. Frank Boggs and Milton
Mrs. A T Norwood, Mr and Mrs fish p’tasure ycu ire missing in not
This Old Treatment Often
Rines.
I affects your upper bronchial tubes Chapman. The committee man
Boynton Maxey. Mrs. Laura Star monopolizing the conversation for
Brings Happy Relief
—REMEMBER it takes MORE than
According to the Thomas Jeffer rett, Joan Maxey.
L. A Winchenbach of South Wal
Ice cream,
agers
also
deserve
a
good
deal
of
Many
sufferers
relieve
nagging
backache
“juat a salve!” You need to rub your
doboro called Sunday at L. L.
son Memorial foundation Mr. Jef crackers and birthday cake were a change.
quickly,
once
they
discover
that
the
real
cause
credit:
Stage.
Aubrey
Ellis;
proper

chest, throat and back with a warming,
Our Advertising
of their trouble n»av be tired kidneys.
Mank's.
ferson was his own architect, not served, table decorations carried
soothing “counter-irritant” like good ties, Gerald Hilton; costumes. Carol
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
The Social Club met last Thurs
only for Monticello, but also for out in the green and yellow of the yesterday Ior her home in Palo the excess acids and waste out of the blood.
old reliable Musterole which penetrates Wood; and make-up. Mary Miller.
the outer layers of the skin and helps i
«..„i —
i— .
Alto, Calif. Enroute she will visit They help most people pass about 3 pints a day. day with Mrs. Ethel Hanna. Mrs.
many other buildings that he de spring season.
Columns Are
break up local congestion and pain. Its .
tcarnltal was climaxed by a
When
disorder
of
kidney
function
permits
Emily Smith was a visitor Mon in East Walpole. Mas , Brooklyn, | poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it Hanna arranged this program:
signed.
soothing vapors ease breathing. Used by ball, as gala event. The stage was
day at the home of Joan Maxey.
N Y . New York City, Texas. Im may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, Readings. Mrs. Lizzie Waltz. Mrs.
millions for over 30 years! 3 strengths: the center of attraction, being arthe
Mrs. Ada Grose, who has been perial Valley ln California, and will leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up Mabel Mills. Mrs. Mildred Oammon,
_
.
• (mild)
- - - and- gxtra
Regular,
Children's
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head Mrs. Hazel Bowers; crazygrams.
[ranged, as a background for the
It’s a Long Drive but guest at the home of Mrs. William arrive at her destination the last aches
Strong, 40«. Hospital Size, $3.00.
and dimness. Freouent or scanty panorchestra, to represent a winter
Barrett
and
Mrs.
E
B.
Clark
left
of
Apr.l.
sages with smarting and burning sometimes tongue twisters and jumbled letters
Merchant’s
only a short
scene in the country. The big event
showa there is something wrong with your contest, prizes going to Mrs. Bow
kidneys or bladder.
for which every one waited was
Won't wait! Ask your druggist for Doans ers and Mrs. Waltz. St. Patrick's
the announcement and coronation
“GONE WITH THE WIND”
Show Windows
Pilb, used successfully by millions for over 40 favors
and .refreshments were
>ears. They give happy relief and will help the served. The next meeting will be
of the King and Queen.
Opening
Park
Theatre
Sunday,
March
24
15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous
With a flare of trumpets, six pairs
March 21.
waste from your blood. Get Doan's rills.
of boys marched into the hall carry-

il

I

I!

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

ivx-/

Lets

No Trouble Heaf/ngJ

In Troublesome Weather
Wi’f/i D&H Anthracite

/

..BY TELEPHONE
BETWEEN ROCKLAND AND

take a look !

FURFIEI.D. ME.

YARMOUTH, ME.
LEWISTON. ME.
HARPSWELL, ME.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
BATH. ME.

BANCOR, ME.
ELLSWORTH, ME.
OARDINER. ME.

*3 mlnuts <tatlon-to-stati«n
night and Sunday rates

<>

SEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE ( TELESAAAH CO.

Hdp prwnali Safat
Dua >ouj htiKa

i

VINALHAVEN AND
ROCKLAND

You take a look at the new LaSalle—

best buy in etvrv way. That’s a promise.

and put it through its brilliant paces.

Why not make us keep it today?

Well take a look at your car—and give

• Prices begin rtf SI2 10 delivered itt Detroit.
Transportation based on rail rates, state and local
taxes (if any'), optional equipment, accessories
—extra. Prices subject to change without notice.

you a fair and square appraisal. You’ll
hnd that the new LaSalle is tlie year’s

, FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
■Will i-

ROCKLAND. ME.
Service To:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan's
Island and Frenchboro

WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice

1940La Salle
WINTER STREET,

STEAMBOAT CO.

rockland

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up
P. SL
A. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 3.30
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1.30
940 Ar. Rockland,
117-tf

Clark Gable and Vivien Leigh in “Gone with the Wind”
David O. Selznick bought the mo lions were sold in the United States.
tion picture right of “Gone With Of established stars mentioned for
the part of Scarlett OHara, Bette
the Wind ’ on July 30. 1936. for $50.- Davis. Katharine Hepburn. Mar
000, the highest price ever paid for garet Sullavan. Miriam Hopkins.
a flrst novel. The title is a quota Norma Shearer, Callie Lombard
tion from Ernest Dowson's poem and Paulette Goddard were most
about Cynara. The book, which1 prominent. Oscar Serlin, Maxwell
consists of 1037 pages, had surpassed Arnow and Charles Morrison, talent
50.000 copies on the first day of sale, | scouts, conducted a national search
shattering all existing
fiction' for a girl to play the part. Their
records. It was begun by Margaret | records show that 1,400 candidates
Mitchell in 1926. Most of the book were interviewed; 90 screen-tested;
had been completed by 1929. In the 149.000 feet of black and white film
succeeding years until its publica and 13.000 feet of Technicolor shot
tion in 1936 much additional work in these tests. The cost of the search
was done in filling in missing chap has been computed by studio ac
ters. rewriting certain others and countants at $92,000 of which about
checking the thousands of histori two-thirds represents cost of the
cal and other factual statements for screen tests. Magnitude of this figure
accuracy. It has now been trans is apparent by comparison with
lated Into 16 foreign languages and the cost of casting the other 59
has sold around two million copies principal characters, which totaled
of which one and three-quarter mil "only” >10,000.—adv.

You ran have heating comfort in these days of

unpleasant fluctuating temperatures hy simply burn
ing D&H Anthracite. This Pennsylvania Hard Coal
responds instantly to draft control—puts an end tn
heating troubles . . . and gives you just the warmth
your home needs in any weather. When ordering
coal—just call

■THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COALS

PHONE 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
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meeting March 20 will be held at
Union Church parsonage with lead
VINALHAVEN
er Mrs. Kenneth Cook, assisted by
Mrs. Scott Littlefleld.
ft« »»
Frank Beverage. Herman Crockett
MKS. OSCAR C. LANE
and Zenas Burgess of North Haven
Correspondent
were here Monday to adtend town
meeting.
The Farm Bureau met Tuesday ,,,S*1rs' Jame® Hassan wa.s hostess
with Mrs. Andrew Oilchrist. Dinner Wednesday to the Round-a-bout
was served.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Morse who' Mr and Mrs James w Bart°n
were in town at attend funeral serv- and Mrs. James Howard of Ashices for Mrs. Moire's brother John a''a5'- R 1 " are ir‘ town called byCassie returned Tuesdav to Grafton. *llness of tnelr mollier Mr-s. James
Mass. They were accomoa ued bv E Barton who has been a patient
their niece Miss Beulah oilchrist at Rno* *,osPilalwho will be their guest for u few „Tle *‘As lnPt Wednesday with
wee!t,
■ Mrs. Edith Newbert.
Miss Mary Neilson entertained 'he
Mr. and Mrs Bert Smith returned
Knit-Wits, at her home Tuesday Tuesday to Portland having been
night. Lunch was served.
i &uests of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Newbert en- <La”e the Past week,
tertained at dinner Sunday in honor j ™ra- Proy Nickerson is confined
of their 40th wedding anniversary '10 *ipr llo:’le
a broken ankle.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Conway and I Kelth Kittredge has returned
children Frederick and Edith who ,ho®e (,rom Grafton. Mass,
presented to them a flne gift.
Charles Cassie ha.s returned to
Thc Winners 4-H Club met Mon- Montreal having been called here
day night with Geraldine Robertson bv tlle death of his brother Jchn
The Cooking Oirls made and served Cassie. Mts. B E MatElroy, daughmelba and cinnamon toast. The ter Roberta of Orafton. Mass.. Mrs
sewing girls were instructed in the Lena Stanley of Portland returned
parts of the sewing machine. Ice home Monday.
cream and cake were served. The Yarn and directions for knitting
Red Cross sweaters are available
by applying to Mrs. Fred Oreenlaw.
A substantial sum was netted
from the town meeting dinner spon
sored by the Ladies of the O A R.

FRESH DAILY!
APPETIZING

CAINS w

French influence the strong Euro
pean influence ih Turkey dates from
an alliance signed in 1535 between
Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent
and King Francis I of France.

HORSE RADISH

South 9fric.i is c.eaning out al,
IT IK HUMS If UII S U1HMI1I MAYMMISt pro-Nazis in broadcasting studios,

DEER ISLE

NORTH HAVEN

SEARSMONT

Mrs. Stephen B. Knowlton died
March 6 at the home of her son
Rev. S. Brookes Knowlton, Sharon
Hill. Penn. The funeral was held
here Sunday afternoon in the Sun
set Chapel.
Holy Week will be observed here
March 19 to 22. in First Church.
Frank Lufkin who was a patient
at Bluehill Hospital for several
weeks has returned home.
Mrs. Alice D. Stinson of South
Deer Isle was guest Friday of Mrs.
Katheryn Scott.

Commissioner Frank Washburn of
Augusta will give an illustrated
lecture Saturday night. All Orange
members and past members are in
vited. The committee has arranged
for refreshments and music.
Rep and Mrs. Lloyd Crockett are
in Augusta For a few days.
William Cooper has returned
from Camden after visiting his par
ents, Mr and Mrs. Sanford Coop
er for a few days.
Blanche Crockett arrived home
Monday for a vacation.
Etta Beverage is visiting relatives
In Bath.
Mrs. Foy Brown is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
Herman Crockett, Zenas Burgess,
Merle Mills, Bernard Mills and
Frank Beverage attended the VIhalhaven tewn meeting Monday.
Jetscn Dyer is attending the
flower show in Boston.
The senior class will present its
play “Do not Darken My Door" Fri
dav night.
Erdine Calderwood of Vinalha
ven has been guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Beverage for a few days.
The Unity Ouild will hold an all
day session Tuesday. A “pot luck"
lunch will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Simpson are
spending the week in Boston, at
tending the flower show.

The Volunteer Fire Co. met at
Victor Orange hall March 5, with
a goodly number present in spite
of the storm. Austin Wilkins of
the State Forestry Department gave
an interesting and practical talk
on fighting forest fires, after which
light refreshments were enjoyed.
Mr and Mrs. Freeman Wooster,
Mr and Mrs. Wyman Drinkwater
and Miss Frances Strout recently
attended a social gathering at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Went
worth in Appleton, the occasion be
ing a birthday party in honor of
Miss Oertrude Wentworth, her
uncle, Pearl Wentworth, and Free
man Wooster, all of whom had
birthdays on the same date. A
pleasant social evening was en
joyed.
Mrs. Isabel Howes called Friday
on her daughters, Mrs Willis Turn
er of Freedom and Mrs. William
Warman of Knox.
At its meeting Friday Rosewood
Chapter, O.E.S. conferred the de
grees upon Mrs. William Warner
After the meeting supper was en
joyed.
Elmer Ness, a former resident oi
this town, but now of Bethlehem.
N. H, was a recent visitor here.
James A. Sanker of Belfast at
tended the meeting of Rosewood
Chapter Friday night.
Mrs. C H Biyant, a medical pa
tient at Waldo County Hospital in
Belfast, is improving.
Mr and Mrs. Blinn Hogan, who
spent the winter with relatives
away, have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cunningham
of Bangor were recent visitors at
the home of Mr. and Mrs H E
Cunningham.
A Republican caucus was Held
Saturday at Victor Orange hall.
Linwood H Salisbury was elected
delegate to tlie State Convention,
and Harold P Cobb, alternate: and
Mr Cobb, delegate, and Mr. Salis
bury. alternate, to tiie Second Dis
trict Convention. This Town Com
mittee was chosen: Linwood H
Salisbury, chairman; Mrs. Etta L.
Marriner, vice chairman; Harold
P. Cobb, .secretary-treasurer, Mrs
Harriet E Knight, Mrs. Ora R
Bryant, Joseph O. Packard. Wyman
O Drinkwater, Oeorge W Oov?,
Everett S Hook. Herbert S Mehuren Clarence E. Gelo, and J. Lau
rence Robbins.
George F Skinner, a recent sur
gical patient at Waldo County Hos
pital. is at the home of George
Clement in Belfast for a time be
fore returning to his home here. Mr
Skinner is improving.

WASHINGTON

Mr. and Mrs. Emest Wellman
were in town Monday to attend
town meeting. They are former
residents of this tewn now residing
in South China.
Mrs. Dora Deering who recently
suffered a broken atm, is recovering
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ap
pleton Babb.
Gordon Marr and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Light of Somerville were
visitors Monday in this community.
Orade schools will close this week
for the spring vacation.
Mrs. Cora Stickney is at home
after several weeks' visit with her
son and daughters in Liberty and
Montville.
The entertainment Friday night
at tlie Orange hall was attended by
a large number and a considerable WEST ROCKPORT
J. J. Dunbar will be a candidate
; um was netted. Proceeds will be
used to defray dental expenses of for re-election as second selectman
the pupils.
at town meeting Monday.
Mrs Harvey Lunden entertained
In the Plymouth colony, the gov the Tuesday club at her home on
ernor required each incoming boat Mt. Pleasant street.
Mrs. J. F. Heal will be hostess
to bring one cow for each five col
onists. Reason: A severe milk short this afternoon to the Mission
Circle.
age.
Work has begun on the new
building near the inspection sta
Finland's sumin“r lasts fiom two tion on West street. It is being
to two and one-lia'.f mor.'hs
built for use by the Maine Blue
berry Growers Inc.
E Stewart Orbeton was con
fined to his home over the weekend
by a severe cold.
Miles Lamson of Brownsville,
Texas is visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs Henry Lamson
Mrs. Smith who has been em
ployed as housekeeper at the home
ol Henry Bryant for several months,
is now at the home of her daugh
ter. Mrs. Royce Bartlett in Camden.
Mrs. E. S. Orbeton is attending
the Flower Show in Boston this
week.

WEST WALDOBORO

AT ITS PRICE
FOR THE THINGS THAT

count!

OMBINED in the 1940 Ford V-8
are the only 8-cylinder engine at
low price... the biggest hydraulic
brakes ever used on a low-priced
car... the longest springbase at low
price, plus a sensationally improved
soft, safe ride... the only chassis at
this price with full Torque-Tube
Drive and free action on all 4
wheels...and other exclusive extraquality features throughout the car
that make this a new kind of lowpriced money’s worth that you
don't want to miss. When you can
have all these important extra
advantages ... together with low
price and time-proved low oper
ating costs ... uby take lessfor your
money? We invite you to drive a new
Ford V-8 today and learn for your
self that it is unequalled at its price
for the things that really count!

C

8-Cylinder Performance

with proved
hts! gas mileage among all three lead
ing low-priced cars in this year's
Gilmore-Yosemite Economy Run!

The Ride of the Year!

Soft, quiet, safe,

and exceptionally easy on tire wear!

longest Springbase in any LowPriced Carl
Finger-Tip Gearshift on Steering
Postl

Positive, easy-acting mechanical
type, not dependent upon engine. On

all models, no extra charge!

Biggest Hydraulic Brakes in any
Low-Priced Carl

New Front Window Ventilation

Control I

Increased Roominess, Quietness, In
terior Luxury I
Sealed-Beam Headlamps I

Longer

life, 60% better light!

Mr. and Mrs Stanley Vannah
were guests last Thursday of Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Fales in Rockland.
Miss Ida Winchenbach of Dam
ariscotta spent the weekend with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Winchenbach.
Mrs. Ralph Johnson is employed
in the Paragon Button factory.
Bradford Redcnnett Jr. of Wis
casset was in this place Friday on
business.
Mrs. Marjorie French is em
ployed in the clara factory at Me
domak.
Mrs Francena Sprague returned
home Saturday from Augusta after
spending several weeks with Mrs.
Lilia Creamer.
Mrs. Fannie Waltz entertained
the Wesley Society last Thursday
afternoon with seven present. Thc
next meeting will be March 21 with
Mrs Walter Kaler.
Mr. and Mrs Jerry Hahn of New
York are visiting her mother Mrs
Leonard Creamer They were called
here by the death of her father.
Daniel Winchenbaugh has re
turned home from the Gardiner
hospital.
School closed last Friday for
two weeks vacation. The pupils
receiving all A's and B's for the
I last six weeks were: Grade 1—
j Bette David. Rozetta Nash Thom
as Winchenbach, Ernest Oenthner.
I James
Richards ard Stanley
: Vannah Jr.; Orade 3, Roland Nash
and Maybelle Eugley; Grade 4.
Ruth Waltz • and Keith Chase:
Orade 5, Joan Vannah, Barbara
Hilton and Jeanette Oenthner:
Orade 6, Mary Waltz and Jackie
Mills.
Pupils who have not been ab
sent for the school year are: Joan
Vannah, Luella Thorne and Stan
ley Vannah, Jr.
Those pupils who have not been
absent for the past six weeks are:
Christine Eugley, Jackie Mills.
Barbara Hilton, Lorrine Richards.
Bette David, James Richards.
Luella Thorne, Joan Vannah and
Stanley Vannah, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald
returned home Saturday from
Boston.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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Pure

'ORDV-8

THAN A "6" AND COSTS

NO MORE TO RUN

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

LB.

ROLL

FINAST

2«H LB.
BAG

FAMILY

NEW LOW PRICE

SHREDDED WHEAT

2 17c
GRAPEFRUIT ~ 3- 25c
RINSOorOXYDOL 2-39c

SPRY or CRISCO

BEST!

PILLSBURYS

3 LBj
TIN

HOMELAND Olt

ORANGE

GOLDEN ROSE

PEKOE

TEA
COFFEE
CORN

RICHMOND

NO. 2
TINS I

PACKED IN MAINE

SMOKED—I TO 8 IJ1. AVE.

SLICED—NO RIND

SHOULDERS- 13c BACON
GORTON'S c
,?sS CAKES

SHRIMP

BEARDSLEY'S

REGULAR - MEDIUM SIZE

2
2

FINAST PRUNES

5% oz
TINS

FINAST

lie
2 PKGS
pkgs 25c
EXTRA LGE SIZE
2 LB
CALIFORNIA
PKG 19C

SHREDDED
CODFISH

VINEGAR

CIDER

CDKf
JrlLLJC

"UBBY'S

2 p’k£ 13C
Sti.ngth BOT

DAINTY DOT
ALL 9c and lOc VARIETIES

10C

3 pkgs 25c

3

HERSHEY'S COCOA

25c

GLORIETTA peaches ;-83< 2 TINS 29C

CORNED BEEF
AMERICA'S,
LARGEST '
SELLER

IO oz
TIN

CRYSTALINE SALT

PALM - LARGE SIZE
5% oz
TINS

12 ot
.TINS*

IOl^O«
TINS

HABITANT pea soup

3

KEN-L-RATION

3 y'ins 25C

I

do%°ordca1

RICHMOND CUT BEETS
SALTINES

2

17c

HNS 19C

EDUCATOR - CRISP, FRESH
SLIGHTLY SALTED

pkl: 15C

EDUCATOR
HAMMERED WHEAT

THINSIES

Paper Products

PKG

15C

BOSTON CREAMS educator 2 BuLsK 25c

CosU ’/jc more per
recipe-BUT-if goei

SCOT*
TISSUE

further and does bet
ter baking than cheap

<1
□ ROLLS’

SCOT*
TOWELS

flours. Try it and" aee
-for YOURSELF!

PENN-RAO MOTOR OIL

ROLL

100% PURE PENNSYLVANIA
TAX INCLUDED IN PRICE

WALDORF,

Fv

TISSUE

j LROLLSl

Unit £ike aKome-enaeie !
JESTS

••OLDE STYLE" NEW ENGLAND

i

flat*

BREAD
2-’ 17c

•■••AV.--”
Biacuits '

Cake

PILLSBURYS

L

FULL
TWENTY
OUNCE LOAF

A biicuit flour--a cake flour-a paltry
flour—a bread flour—ALL IN ONE!

e

.MAKES GENEROUS,
BETTER SANDWICHES

. DELICIOUS HOMEBAKED FLAVOR

fi QT
TIN

*1.13

PauccJiei. & SsfM4fl
WHITE SPRAY
PANCAKE
2ooz
FLOUR
p*s
TIMBERLAKE
PANCAKE A,, o. 1
SYRUP
A BOTSg

Bakezuf Special
Harlequin Cake ea11’<.

Do-Nuts

% mvir^vumBus
FLORIDA

8 doz 25c

g

SEEDLESS

ORANGES 2 doz 39c GRAPEFRUIT4forl9c
mcintosh

CALIFORNIA LARGE

APPLES . 4 lbs 17c ORANGES
doz 35c
NEW
bch 5c
CABBAGE 4 lbs 17c CARROTS
SUNKIST LEMONS
doz 29c CELERY 2 bchs 29c
LETTUCE 2hds 15c SPINACH 3 lbs 21c

I always recommend it

when I have an opportunity to my
friends, as I feel sure they will be
satisfied with it.”
(Signed) MRS. WM. C. WALKER
South Puis, Maine

1 LB.
BAGS

A PERFEC T BLEND

FINAST GOLDEN BANT.AM

Scott

“I have used Dr. True's Elixir in my
family for several years with marked
success. As a laxative and round worm
expeller, I think it is an excellent '
preparation.

1 I.B.
PKGS1

BROOKSIDE

"MARKED SUCCESS"

OUR "8" fS BETTER

Cloverdale

2x15c OLEO 2 21c
LARD
BUTTER
35c
SUGAR—$5.20 l(h 53c
FLOUR
79c

I'VE LEARNEDt

XXXX

;

PRICES ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT, CAMDEN

If ycu would gain a reputation for '
true brilliance, Just emu-ate the ac
tions of the sun: Shine, but don't J
make any noise!

- t

•

Shop with confidence at
your nearest First National Store for these big food
bargains. Each purchase carries a money back guarantee if you are not entirely satisfied.

Leon Page who has been visiting |
his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. War
ren Staples has returned to New-1
castle.
Merrill Orcutt has returned from
Searsport.
Jchn Martin is visiting his sister
in Rockland.
Among those ill are Hannah
Stanley. Amanda Bridges. Mr and
Mrs Lawrence Orcutt and Mrs
George Turner.
Mr and Mrs Herbert Elwell re
ceived word this week that their!
daughter Ariene is a patient at
Knox HospitaL
Xn. Cecil Stinson spent Monday
with Mrs. Alberta Buswell of Stan
leys Feint.
Mrs. Morris Sprague rf Swan's
Island passed Monday with Mrs,
Austin Turner.
Mrs. Coris Sprague entertained at
bridge Saturday night Prizes went
to Myrtle Staples and Charles Joyce; i
low prizes to Mrs Myrcn Sprague !
and Judson Smith. Those present I
weie Mr and Mrs Burleigh Staples.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Joyce, Mr. I
and Mrs. Judson Smith. Mr. and
Mrs. Myron Sprague, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Norwood. Mr. and Mrs. Al
den Stanley. Mr and Mrs. Oeorge 1
Moulton, Luella Savage, Violet Dun
ham and Robert Holmes.

V7

-in

■'

MINTURN

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Sabourin
and family and Charles Messer of
Augusta were guests Sunday of
Martha Eugley.
Mrs. Lexton Mank. Helen Leven| sailer. Mrs. Wesley Mank and son
Wilford motored Sunday to Barre.
Mass., where they will visit several
days with Mr, and Mrs. Lewis
Fritocher.
Mrs. Oraville Shuman and Mrs.
Elizabeth Munro were Rockland
visitors Tuesday.
Schools closed Friday for two
weeks.
Fied Vannah and Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Boardman were Fairfield
visitors Sunday.

Page Five

Mn.WalkiriSea.Albart

For four generations mothers have been using Dr. True’s Elixir
and recommending it to their neighbors and friends as a laxative
for adults and a laxativa-round worm expeller for children.

Successfully used for 89 years.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 475

WALDOBORO, MAINE
TELEPHONE 61

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

Dr. True’s Elixir
THC TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AHD ROUND WORM EXPELLER^

■ SEE YOUR FORD DEALER FIRST FOR LOW-COST FINANCING '

I
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Sea and Shore Fisheries Commis
sioner Arthur R Greenleaf that
Headed by Worshipful Muster,
the Bureau would finance the work
Charles E. King, former Bath man.
for another year.
the chairs of Solar Lodge, Masons
It Will End a Family
Work of Scattergood
ftftftft
Recently the Governor received
will be occupied next Monday night j
UDAO. CERAMFNSY
Senate
Record of 83
SHXKLBY T. WTTJ.TAMB
a
communication
from
Washington
by the Camden Fue Department de
So Efficient Governor
Correspondent
that the Bureau had not been able
Correspondent
gree team when the Master Ma
Years
Wants It Continued
to obtain an appropriation in the
ftftftft
son degree will be conferred on two
ftftftft
candidates. Supper will be served
Budget for continuation of the in
The retirement of Senator Fred
Tel.
Tel. 190
Appealing to the Federal Gov vestigation The way thc matter erick Hale soon will end a record of
at 6 30 by Oenesta Chapter OES
The following will fill thc chairs., ernment to make provisions for stands now. according to Barrows family service ln the Senate stretch
Charles E. King, worshipful master; financing continuation of a study is that Scattergood's work must
Mrs. Diana Pitts will be a candi
The Parent-Teacher
ir,en «*eiaCe^hnJt^-pmhlv Karl Thompson, sr. warden; Percy of the life, habits, migrations and terminate June 39 "with a good ing back 83 years.
His grandfather served in the date for election as a member of
meets at m
S7 4
Ulce' Julllor warde,l;
Marri" “ther features of the lobster by job barely started" because the
Senate during the Civil War, his the School board at the coming
hall tonight
iwr
ner, sAninr
senior d/*nrnn:
deacon; Clarence MitchMitch hi/xlra-ict
biologist Leslie ^patternnnd
Seattergood. Oov.
Gov State wouid not be able to provide father was a Senator during the town meeting.
Miss Gertrude T. Brown who has ell, junior deacon; Oscar Grinnell, Barrows today said that Maine funds for another year.
Spanish-American war, and Hale
been since January at her home senior steward; Charles Coombs could
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle met
____ not carry on the work alone
Al a recent session of the North
here recuperating from injuries re- , jUnjor steward; Wmfield Richards,' aftel June 30. Stating that thc Atlantic Lobster Conference in entered the Senate during the World Wednesday afternoon at thc par
war.
He
will
not
be
a
candidate
ceived last fall in an accident at i secretary; Arthur Davis, treasurer; results of Scattcrgood's work dur Boston. Scattergood gave his flrst
sonage.
Washington, D. C„ returned Siui-! Warren Conant, chaplain; Lovell ing the past nine months had been report which was hailed as a great for re-election in November.
Henry Carleton announces his
day to Washington, fully recovered ' Thompson, tyler; Blanchard Green- of exceptional value to the lobster contribution to the lobster indus • Twenty-four years in the Senate
She was accompanied as far as law. marshal; Percy Luce,, S F. C . industry Barrows in a communi- try by fisheries commissioners of is long enough." said the soft-spoken candidacy for re-election to the
New Englander whose speckled gray pffice of road commissioner at town
Portland by her sister, Mr.s. Ken Edwin Dodge and Alden Knight, as- caUou tQ
E Jackson, actmg
neth Roes, and her nieces. Vir sistants; Allan Payson. Charles Bur- comlnjs.sioner of thc U. S. Bureau seven states and by government suit matches his bristling hair. "It meeting Monday.
officials.
According
to
Scatter

will be better if some younger man
ginia and Patricia Roes, who re nl and Charles King. craftsmen, i of pisl,eries voiced the epinion that
Thc mid-week prayer service at
good his work ls just starting and
turned home that night.
Other members will assist thc de- | R wfts nQW „w dutv 0{ Washlng,on he believes that eventually he can takes my place.
the Baptist and Methodist Churches
"Of
course,
some
of
my
friends
-t0 lwjp a cause that WOuld con- produce facts and figures that will
Election of officers of the Feder gree team Bath Times.
will be omitted tonight and the
ated Choral Association was held
' tribute to the prosperity of seven be of inestimable value in the pro have urged me to run again. ' he members of both parishes will at
added. "There are also plenty of
recently with these results: Presi
North Atlantic states ”
duction and marketing of the
people in Maine who will be happy tend a union service at the Baptist
dent .Miss Alice Tuttle: vice presi
Scattergood was employed last crustaceans.
Church in Camden to be held un
dent. Miss Nathalie Bell; secretary' June at the time of the opening
Barrows said that Greenleal was about my decision."
der the auspices of the W.C.T.U
treasurer, Miss Mildred Leach; li
Hale
became
the
ranking
Re

of the new Gov. Barrows lobster much pleased with Scattergood's
with Rev. Frederick W. Smith of
brarian. Mrs. Lillian Comery.
publican
Senator
on
thc
death
of
i rearing station at Boothbay Har work and that he intended to do
Waterville as speaker. He will also
The preacher Friday at thc
GILBERT HARMON
bor. Accepting a suggestion of the everything possible to sec that it Senator Borah, but has made few show the new motion picture "The
special Lenten service at St. John's
CorreapotMtaa*
Bureau of Fisheries the State pro- is carried on Records show that speeches in recent years.
Church will be Rev. William T
"I ve learned that speeches mean Challenge."
I vided funds for Scattergood to there has been very little scientific
ftftftft
Bulkeley, rector of St Mathew's
little
in the Senate," he said, his
carry
on
investigations
for
a
period
The Garden Club met Tuesday
research into the life of the Ameri
Church. Hallowell
This service
Tel. 713
of one year. At the end of that can lobster for 30 years while dark eyes flred with a twinkle.
night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
will be preceded by a public shep
j period, according to Barrows, it Canada has been making steady Once a golfing crony of Warren Maynard C. Ingraham with Miss
herd's pie supper at 5.30, in the
G. Harding, both as Senator and Arlene Ingraham as assisting hos
The young people's choir rehear- | was the understanding of he and progress along those lines.
parish hall.
• Our lebster industry must know as President. Hale has been in the tess. Lester Shibles, who has effi
'
Mrs. Warren Ford went Tuesday sal wil be held at tlie Baptist vesto Matinicus to visit her mother try Friday at 6.30. A full attend- day frcm a business trip to Boston, more about these crustaceans if it Washington whirl since he was a ciently served the past year as
for several days during a vacation ance is urgent to rehearse the East He was accompanied by Mrs. is going to continue as a growing child. His father. Eugene Hale, president was re-elected and Mrs.
business.” said Barrows “and I be served 10 years in the House and Effie Salisbury, who has just com
from teaching duties.
.Kelley.
Mrs. Annie M. Phillips has re- lieve that the Federal government 30 years in the Senate before re pleted her third year of faithful
The Fourth quarterly conference er music.
of the Methodist Church will be
The National League Baseball ■ turned home after having been a should give Maine and other tiring in 1911.
service was also re-elected. Plans
The Senator’s maternal grand
states some assistance immediate
held Friday at 7.30 p. m., at the pictures will be shown at the patient at Community Hospital.
were made and matters of interest
father,
Zachariah
Chandler,
helped
Methodist vestry Rev. A. A Cal V M C A Friday night at 7.30. Tlie I There will be a double feature ly."—By Dick Reed.
found' the‘R^ubU^‘“£rty''£d * the club and town at large were
laghan, district superintendent, public is invited.
, Friday and Saturday at the
r
, ♦ a r»ln
discussed. Tf
It woe
was oa vnrv
very profitable
will preside.
The High School Instrumental Comique Tiieatre. Jane Withers in
At Hollywood's radio city ... Rudy served as Senator from Michigan session.
from 1857 to 1875. Later he was
Degrees will be conferred on one Organization will present its sec-; "High School" and Charles Bickknown as "Curlylocks'' . . . Secretary of Interior under Presi
COATS ............................... $9.95 and up
Palm Sunday will be fittingly ob
candidate at the meeting of May ond concert of the series. March i ford and Barton MacLane m Vallee is ...
,,
„
"Mutiny In the Big House.
To-1 Bill Goodwin is all smiles because dent Orant and was re-elected to served at the Methodist Church. At
flower Temple Pythian Sisters, 29. at 8 15 at the Opera House
HATS .................................... 1.50 and up
Friday night
Supper will be
the 11 o'clock service of wor
Charles King is a surgical pa-1 day is the last shewing of Spencer Bob Hope is giving him more the Senate in 1879.
served at 6 30 by Mrs. Blanche Wil tient at Knox Hospital
Tire line of Senators ends with ship Rev. N. F. Atwood will preach
Tracy and Hedy Lamarr in “I Take
character parts-and he deDRESSES....................................... 3.98 andup
son, Miss Cora Robinson. Mrs
Mrs. J Hale Hodgman has re- , This Woman.
. .
. . „-nnv walk- this Hale, for he is a bachelor. He a sermon appropriate to the day
Judge and Mrs. Zelma Dwinai serves them ... Jack Benny walk and his brother still occupy the and Roland Richards will sing the
HOSIERY ................................... 69 and up
Celia Grafton and Mrs. Madelyn turned home from Communitv
Edmands.
Hospital
left Tuesday on a motor trip which | ing up and down the aisles before Hale mansion" near the White solo "The Palms. ’ At the 7 p. m.
Word has been received here will take them down the Atlantic I
broadcast and playing the fiddle House, which Grandfather Chandler service a cantata "The fconquerGrace Chapter. OES. will ob
serve Past Matrons and Past Pa that Mrs. Milton Seelev, owner of' seaboard to Florida and home by |
gave their parents. The Senator s ing King" will bc presented by the
trons' night Marcli 27. Members the Sled Dog team, driven by Ro- i the way of the Mississippi River. 1 for his studio guests—he really can mother lived until 1930 and knew combined choirs of the Searport
Daniel
A.
Dougherty
has
been
play
the
flam
thing.
of Goldenrod Chapter, of Rockland, and Bowles, which won the Class
every President from Lincoln to and Rockport Methodist Churches
**************
will be special guest.
----A races at the Winter Carnival, called to Ludlow. Vt., by the death
Wilson.
♦
___________
4
with
30
voices.
The
Junior
choir
The supper served by tlie Feder has been awarded a prize for her of his nephew. Bernard L. Kearney. 1
Like his father. Senator Hale has will also sing a selection and the
»
The fire department is having
ated Circle Tuesday night at the work in making all Arctic breeds
made naval legislation his first love. RBS. orchestra will also assist in Advertisements ln thts cu’.umn nff,
«
Congregational vestry was well at of dogs popular as pets and do the engine of its La Fra nee pumper I
to
exceed
three
line*
Inserted
once
foi
. *
I Both men served as chairman of the program.
25 cents, three tune* for 50 cents. Ad
overhauled by an engineer from |
tended. Tlie committee consisted mesticated animals.
the Naval Affairs Committee.
lines five cents each for one
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St. TeL
of Mrs. Nina Leach, Mrs Alice
The fire department was called Boston.
Special services will be held dur ditional
time, 10 cents for three times. Five 579-W. MRS FI ORA COLLIN'S
Except for the naval expansion
23-tf
Miss Edith Fiske. who has been
Macgowan. Mrs. Lillian Comery to extinguish a chimney fire at
small
words
to a line.
ing Holy Week at the Baptist
program.
Hale
has
voted
against
STORE to let at 44 Park St. TEI.
and Mrs. Evilo Creamer. They the heme of J. M Jamieson. visiting her sister and brother-in- j
800. Rockland Crain Co.
nearly all measures sponsored by Church with a sermon appropriate
31*33
were assisted in the dining room Megunticook street, about 10 o'clock law, Mr and Mrs. Walter Higgins,
to Palm Sunday at the 11 o'clock ty<»'»*«>‘«-'»4<*»>'**a***<*'-»$
the Roosevelt administration.
APARTMENT, furnished and heated.
by Mrs. Rena Wotton. Mrs. Nellie Tuesday night. There were also has returned to her home in North
, to let at 14 MASONIC ST_________ 32*34
When his term expires. Senator service Sunday by Rev. C. V. Over
Butler. Mrs. Shirley Williams, Miss two other calls during the day to boro. Mass.
By
SUNNY front room to let.
Quiet
Hale hopes to get in some "travel man. Tuesday night the Trytohelp
Sally Gray, Miss Ruth Miller and the heme of Edward Payson. Cobb
, and ln central location. Inquire 28
Club will conduct a service of wor
ing. fishing and hunting."
RUTH WARD
Joint Ladies Night
Miss Mildred Leach, as waitresses. road and Fred Hansen. Mt. Bat
Masonic St . MRS HENDERSON. 31*33
"I don't feel decrepit yet.' he said. ship; Wednesday night the Young
There were five tables at the tie street.
About 100 attended the a dies
SANBORN house to let on Lisle St:
SILVER pin lost Monday between St
People s Society Christian Endeavor Peters
He will be 66 in October.
William P Kelley returned Tues- night
public card party sponsored Tues
of
the
Rotary
Rectory and Dr Leigh's offlce modern, bath, furnace garage, avail
will
have
charge
of
the
service
and
able
April I. For particulars Tel. 757-R.
Reward
TEL 173-J.
32-34
day by the Star Circle of Grace
Lions Club held Tuesday at the, The Gulf vs. Snow's match will
I _____ ______________________________ 30-32
Friday night the Ladies Circle will
Chapter. Winners were Mrs. E. A. rooms; and all members of the Snow Bcwl Lodge Hcuse A tur-' begin tonight at 7 o'clock, followed
ONE dealer* number plate M9B lost
house to let. living, dlnconduct the prayer meeting. Thurs DYERS OARAC
Tel’ 124-W.
SORT
*30-32 [ lngFURNISHED
Wing at contract. Mrs. Lucy Clark, Post and the Unit are invited.
key dinner was served by the Out- at 9 oclock by the women vs. men
and bed room, single bedroom, bath,
day
night
the
Methodist
and
Bap

Mrs Lura Libby and Miss Eliza
ing
Club.
Rotary
was
the
host
j
match.
!
kitchen,
pantry,
sun porch, furnace;
At the rehearsal of the Baptist
FOUND a way to lose bulges. Sec
tist Churches will unite at the lat your Spencer Corsetlere MRS JOSE available March 8. DELIA YORK 111
Whitney at auction, and Kenneth junior choir division B Tuesday. club, but President ‘Elmer True
* * •*
i
Pleasant
St
.
City
__________________
26-tf
Feyler at "63". Refre hments were Miss Lois Hastings gave a paper who presided at the meeting rc- Twl.r, look flv. qo,.,,, in
ter church for a special prayer and PHINE T PERRY, 78 Masonic St . Tel
took flve
five points
points in
in a
32 33
FURNISHED apartment to let. three
Feylers took
served by Mrs. Marion Grafton. on the "Battle Hymn of the Re marked that the succees of the af
communion service. The public 1048 M
rooms and toilet, partially heated. 12
Mrs. Emma Greenleaf and Miss public" by Julia Ward Howe. Miss fair was due to the great assistance match with Oulf Friday night. The
LADYS pocketbook lost
contains Knox St . TEL 156-W
is invited to attend all these serv
19-tf
first string was a tie. and by winfour 85 bills; 85 reward
MRS
ELEA

Helen Studley.
cf
Lions
Gilbert
Laite
and
David
ices.
Hastings also gave a description of
TOUR room apartment with bath to
NOR HASTINGS WELTS. 23 Cedar St.
• • • •
Mr.s. Richard O. Elliot went yes her call on Mrs. Howes daughter. Crockett in putting on a fine ni*1* l^e second string by 50 pins,
Tel. 1148-J.
31*33 let. furnished or unfurnished, heated
Apply 7 Elliot St., Thomaston, TEL 24.
terday to Augusta to attend a Mrs Laura Howe Richards in musical program filled with many Feylers took two points, and won
i
A
Party
in
Reverse
,
27-tf
surprise
solos,
trios
and
quartets,
the
third
string
by
30.
Dick
Feyler
meeting cf the board cf trustees of Gardiner, just before Mrs Rich
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
Thc Baptist Trytohelp Club was
Mrs Beulah Ames of Rockland had high total with 304. and Ponzi
the State Normal Schools. Fol ards' 90th birthday.
modern. Apply at Oamden and Rock
i entertained at a "backwards" party
lowing tlie meeting she left for
Dr. B H. Kellar and Joseph gave several musical readings ac- Daniello the high single with 113.
land Water Co TEL 634
27-tf
| Mondav night at the parsonage
Boston where she is to spend sev Bradlee went yesterday to Boston. companied at the piano by Mrs.
Armour's came out on top in a
TWO
unfurnished
apartments
to
let
eral days visiting her daughter and Mr. Bradlee planning to remain un Edr.a Rollins.
match with the Rover Boys, winning
I with Mrs. C. V. Overman as hostess, R. I RED chick* for sale. J J. Warren Tel. 629-M. ELLA COLLINS. 25 North
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Warren til Sunday with his daughter. Miss
27-tf
The scheduled .‘■peaker of the [ five points, and the total by 40 pins,
assisted by Mrs. Edith Overlock strain Massachusetts. 10c each, straight Main St.
Bulkeley, at Marblehead, and at Genevieve Bradlee.
evening being unable to attend, curt Brown had 115 and 312 for the
Bf R. F. W.
FURNISHED rooms to let
desirand Mrs. Lida Champney. Twenty- run DIAMOND T POULTRY RANCH
Waldoboro. Tel 153
26-tf able location. MRS A C. JONES. 5
tending the spring flower show.
Rev William E. Berger of the top scores.
|six were present.
Miss
Lulu
Simmons
of
Friendship
|
Talbot
Ave..
Tel.
576.
126-0
At the Federated Church Sun
Lions Club did a fine job as sub
The entire program was carried WANT good results with poultry? Oet
Armour
McRaes team slid down from
day at 11 oclock there will be a is employed at the home of Mr stitute without notice. Rev. Mr.
Clements 'Maine-Bred'' Reds Rocks
out in reverse causing much merri Better quality at economical prices due **************
Palm Sunday worship service en and Mrs. Wilbur Strong.
Berger described his vacation trip Flagg ----- ........... 87 78 86—251 the top of the league Monday night
our 4-Farms Cooperation
Pullet
Mrs. Aletha Thompson is spend to Mexico last fall and told many C. Brown . ......... 88 115 109—312 by virtue of a defeat at the hands ment. Lunch was served at the be to
titled. “Behold, Thy King Cometh."
chicks ln all breeds Write for free
Sylvester's ginning of the evening. Following catalog now. CLEMENTS BROTHERS
In this the Sunday School, frcm ing a few days in Rockland as guest interesting stories of life ln Mexico. Thomas .... ...... .... • 71 86 79—236 of Sylvester's team.
WANTED
the business session a reading was FARMS Rt. 33. Winterport. Me
• • • •
............... 86 93 87—275
Jackson
the beginners to adults, will take of Mrs. Albert Morton.
ll************H
given by Mrs. Diana Pitts and Mrs.
1 Ryder ....... . .......
90 90 94—274
part, the leading parts to be taken
Mrs. Wilson Carter entertained
Mrs. Clara Spear
by Jean Gillchrest. Marjorie Cush the C. & S. Club yesterday.
Mrs Clara Spear. 79. widow of
The High School team won five Myrtle Spear and two reels of mo
OOOD. used coal brooder stove want
ing, James Gillchrest, Payson
W. H. Brackett has removed his Allen Spear, died Tuesday at her
421 462 455-1248 points in a match with Soule's team, tion pictures "Books and “The
ed
W W. DEAN Washington St..
.
Camden
____________________________ 29 31
George, James Dana, Joseph Rich goods from the Watts Block to the home on Free street after a long
River"
were
shown
by
Rev.
C.
V.
4
i
winning the total by 143 pins.
Rovers
ards. Mrs. Leach. Ralph Pierpont. store owned by Russell Davis across illness She was born in LincolnOverman.
COMPANION-housckecpcr.
850; three
The
Thomaston
vs.
McKinney
............
77
95
75
—
247
Joyce .......
81************* adults, conveniences MRS HAWLEY.
Constance Knights and Lorraine the street, and is continuing his
Mrs.
Wilma
Rhodes
was
high
lin

match
was
postponed,
and
McKin

32-lt
Butler. The Junior Choir will sing sale of drug supplies there.
E'.'.en 'Morse) Oilkey and had re 1 Mills ......... ............ 80 79 92—251 ney rolled a match with a Camden er in the games and Mrs Pitts' FTUENDSHIP sloop for sale. 28 ft. 780 High St. Bath, Tel 725.
............ 78 n 83—247
REPRESENTATIVE wanted for regood condition FRANKLIN COMERY
an anthem for which they have
sided in this town about 50 years Saunders
team
won
over
the
team
captained
[
liable
Nursery
Trees.
Roses.
Fruits,
—265
............ 79 94 92
92—
265 1 team, losing the total by 71 pins.
2 Dwight St., Thoifaaston Tel "9 :i2‘34
been trained by Miss Ruggles.
She was an active member cf the Merritt
cuaranteed
Experience unnecessary.
by Mrs. Edith Overlock in the
Sylvester
A 1940 successor to Community Baptist Church and a charter L- Cole ..... ............ 99 94 9- M
Henry Knox Chapter, R A M .
ONE upright piano In excellent con CONN VALLEY, Manchester. Conn.
spelling contest. The meeting of dition
D
Richardson
90
89
—
274
95
[
____________________________________
32*lt
for
sale
cheap.
TEL
293
W
30-32
will work the P. M. and M. E. M. Fair is the big Carnival-Fair to be member of tlie Em Street Read
. 78 80 88—246 the club will be omitted next week.
PAPER hanging, painting, carpen
413 448 437-1298 Whitten
degrees at the meeting Friday held April 4-5 in Community Build ing Club and Maiden Cliff Rebekah
PARLOR suite 815. for sale, porcelain
M. Richardson .
79 83 78—240
night.
top table, typewriter, bed .-reen, dishes tering; latest design wallpaper for sale,
Feylers
ing. All local, every penny to buy Lodge
on request
ELMER AMES.
Sylvester ..........
84 IN 80—265
Confucius say many things these lamps, rummage. CHESTER WAL samples
Tlie American
Legion's 21st
Services will be held this after- Moran
86
86
74-246
LACE. Warren
32-34 Ingraham Hill, Tel. 1Q03-W._____ 31*33
Bradbury
66
70
74—
210
birthday will be observed by Wil- Rockland's inhalator - resuscitator. noon at the Baptist Church at 2 oregorv
80
days,
but
Johnny
Green
of
"Johnny
COOKS
maids, chamber, general,
........... oo 83 79— 242
you like to Draw. Sketch or Paint waitresses wanted, register now for
llams-Brazier Post and Auxilary Grand entertainment, grand fun, a oclock. Rev. W F. Brown of- Xmt '
299
Presents" has evolved a musical seeIF Talent
SX ”= £ 97
» 103
111—
—3M
Test ad ln Instruction summer service. MRS HAWLEY. 780
Friday night at 7.30 in the Legion worthy objective.
402 424 409-1235
31-33
column
31-33 IlUh St . Bath. Tel. 725
Confucius—among them—
31*18
McRae
■ --------------------- - Daniello .............. 83 113 89—285
Guitarist always in the pink of DIVAN, over stuffed chair, single HOUSEKEEPER wanted, age 50-65;
McRae
81 87 76—244
HENR Y‘ C.
_
white tron Ibed. .spring and mattress, country lady preferred‘
94 82 84-260 condition.
reed set for sale Inqlure MRS HEC BRYANT. West Rockport
31-33
446 474 456-1376 Bird
O SIAPLEN. Tel I146-W. 29 AdEstes
83 87 78-248
USED upright piano wanted. Must
Musician must keep in tunc with TOR
Gulf
montem Ave
32-34 be In,good condition
MAINE MUSIC
McLoon
72 74 85— 231 times.
93 88 68—249 Prescott
I Smith
CO.,
Tel. 708, City_______________ 31-36
SPENCER individually designed foun
67 76 83—226
1 Hallowell ......
92 71 93— 256
dation
garments
and
surgical
suporta;
MAN wanted Ior sales work In rural
Fresh trumpet player have lot of
corsetlere
JOSEPHINE T FERRY 76 districts of Maine; must own and op
Seavey .
... 70 89 78—237
397 406 406-1209 brass.
Masonic St , Tel. 1048-M
31-33 erate car. tree to travel; dally guaran
90 79 106—275
' Oreelcy
......
• a a a
Bad tuba player never get to flrst CHASE portable saw mill for rale, tee to start: commission and expense
, Danielson
....... 1C1 97 81—279
contribution. APJlV »t FOSS HOU8E.
R. II S.
also Cole traveling bed planer; V-8 Park St . ask for .
bass.
Waterman 31*33
Ford truck L H PERRY, Owls Head
Gross
, ............ 87 90 76—253
Much swing music a lot of noise ____________________________________ 31-33 OOOD home wanted Ior bird dog. fe
446 424 426-1296 E. Willis ............ 96 90 88—274
male.
two
years
old
Will give away
e e e e
PROPERTY for sale, flve minute before April 1. Write "DOG" care CouGamage
.....-...... 102 81 92—275 In a hurry.
walking
distance
of
Main
St.;
would
The Faculty’s scores Tuesday V. Willis ............. 85 86 79-250
Clarinet playing so easy, it's a offer home and Income; small down rlcr-Oazette________________________30-32
LADIES boarded, patients cared for
night were just enough higher than Ward
pavment. * excellent opportunity for
............. 89 ICO 101-290 pipe.
young couple Write "R E. D” earc at Rest Haven. 105 Llmerock St., Rockj the Kiwanis to win four points and
MASONS GOING TO BATH

THOMASTON

When Hale Retires

Unde Sam Should Aid

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

In Everybody’s Column

The Community
Bowling
League

TO LET

•LOST AND FOUND:

Community
Bowling League

•EGGS AND CHICKS^
***************

FOR SALE

i the total by 33 pins, the high score
, going to Lou Cook with 285. Law
rence Cole getting liigh single with
‘109
j Thc Post Offlce coasted to a flve! point win over Harding's Wonders,
[taking the total by 91 pins. Dick
(Perry had high total with 331. fol
lowed by Dard Rackliff s 324 and
1 Ralph Dudley’s 312. Dard’s single
of 136 was high.
Faculty
............. 97 84 31 262
Arico
Cole ........ ............. 109 83 86—278
Topping
............. 89 77 99—266
Rogers .... ............. 92 SO 92—273
Flanagan ............ 86 91 90—267
473
Kiwanis
Scarlott
........... 93
82
Cummings
Cook
.
1C 4
96
Miller
Brackett
................ 81

BETTER SHOES FOR LESS MONEY
Top: Growing Girls' white elk Dutch
Boy. brown trimmed. Red rubber sole.
Sizes 4 to 8. $2. Sizes 12'/z to 3. $1.79.

Growing Girls' Dutch Boy. Brown and
white Nu«Buck. Red rubber sole. A and
C widths. Sizes 4 to 8. $2.85.

Reading clockwise: Misses* patent Pla*
teau, double side gore pump. C width.
Sizes 12’/z to 3, $1.79. Growing Girls'
patent T strap, sandal. AA to C width,
sizes 3’/z to 8. $2. Sizes U’/i to 3. $1.79.

Boys' black leather oxford. Long-wear
ing soles, rubber heels. Sizes 1 to 5’/j,
$2. Boys' black or brown antique*finish
oxford. Leather sole, rubber heel. B and
D widths. Sizes 2'/: to 5'/z, $2.50.

346 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
Copyright 1940
JEndicott Johnion Corp

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES

O ENDICOTT

Plus Small Charge For Postage

Kent
Quint
Savitt
Sleeper
Soule

459
Soule
8S
-----84
............. 85
............. 63
............. 76

447 436 1342

74
80
88
72
101

72—232
75—239
79—232
64—199
81—258

394 415 390-1160

30-32
many The Courier-Oazette
TURNIPS for sale; 300 bu good win
ter turnips at 45 bu.; guaranteed not
Often man swing baton better off woody or strong. Also 40 cords dry
hard cordwood. young horse, good
swinging bat.
worker, single or double; also young
MURDICK CRAMER, Rt
17.
Careless swing musician dig his bull
Washington
30-32
own groove.
1938 DODGE i,-ton express for sale;
like new. DYER 8 GARAGE.
Singer who bay at moon better condition
Tel. 124-W.
30-32
off in dog show.
DRY fltted hard wood for sale, 810;
junks, long; soft wood slabs; kindling.
T. J. CARROLL. Warren. Tel. Rockland
283 21
26-tf
D & H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
814.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
88 per ton, del. Lumpy new River soft
89 per ton. del. Ask for swep for cast
tickets. M. B. 6( C. O. PERRY. 519 Main
fiddler

Bad

79—249
75—263
89—285
ICC-283
84—242

456 429
Post Office
|D Perry .... ............ 117 107
Mosher ...
94 76
iChatto
.86 93
! Dudlev
95 104
Rackliffe ............ 93 95

427-1312

485 475
Wonders
Black ..... ............
84 84
Clarke
................ 96 1C1
Iott ......... ............ 79 92
Harding
........... 104 97
Hobbs
99 92

542-1502

too

St.. Tel

487

27-tf

HARD coal for sale, 614.50; Pocahon
taa salt lumpy. 49; dry fitted hare
wood. 810.
J. B. PAULSEN, Tel
Thomaston 62 .
27-tl
HARD wood per foot, fitted 81.25
Saw;
twed, 81.15, long, $1.05. M. B * C. O
------- Tel.
PERRY,
27-U
487

107—331
88—258
98—277
113—312
136—324

1C4—272
92—289
88-,250
90—291
100—3C0

462 466 403-l«U

in

2 Great New Gasolines!

424 448-1345

77
96
92
87
77

get

scrapes.

COLONIAL

BEACON

OIL

land Tel 1293. EVA AMES________ 30*32
FURNITURE wanted to upholster
called for and delivered T. J. PLEMING 19 Birch St. Tel 212-WK
26-tf
PATIENTS or elderly people wanted
to care for ln my home. MRS. NELLIE
OROTTON. 138 Camden St, Tel. 1091-W.

21-tf

t$************6|
• MISCELLANEOUS j
**************
CHIMNEY cleaning and general work
of all kinds. SHERWOOD M. AREY. 8
Blake Lane________________________ 32*lt
OLD AT 40? GET PEP' MEN. WOMEN.
Raw oyster stimulants, tonics In OS
TREX Tablets often needed after 40
by bodies lacking Iron, calcium, phos
phorus. Iodine., Vitamin B 73-year-old
DOCTOR writes; Took it myself. Re
sults fine ’’ Get 35c size today. CaU.
write C. H MOOR & OO__________ 28-39
FLOORS Sanded—Now Is thc time.
Avoid the rush
I have best sanding
equipment In Maine. Little hand work
necessary
Will go anywhere
I uso
Seal-Tight finish
Never need to be
sanded again. RALPH L RICHARDS.
Tel. 952. City, 25 Franklin St.
31-33
IF You Like To Draw, Sketch or
Paint Write for Talent Test (No lee).
Give age and occupation Box "F. S. I."
care The Courier Gazette.
31*33
AS ihy wile has left my bed and
board, without Just cause I will pay
no bUls contracted by anyone but mysell. ROLAND ALLEN. 26 Atlantic St..
Rock&nd.
30-32
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
dependable hauling waste and ashes.
ARTHUR ADOLPHSEN, Tel. 1399. 14-tf
SKATES sharpened. H. H. Crie Co
for quickest service, leave at 406 Main
St.. 3rd floor CRIES Iron shop.
27-tf
WASTE and ashes removed reason
able rates, dependable service. STAN
HALL, Tel, 311 or call at Hall s service
station, Main ahd Winter Sts.
17-tf
KEYS' Keysl Keysl Keys! Kevsl Keysl

How Jack Benny got his radio
start. Shortly alter he was mar
ried to Ruby Keeler, Al Jolson had
to return to New York to continue
his automobile-sponsored programs.
He did one show and then was
stricken with loneliness for his wife
so greatly that he tried to get out
of his contract, to return to Holly
wood. But his contract still had
nine weeks to run. Into a huddle he
went with his sponsor ar.d recom
mended a comparatively unknown
vaudeville comedian to take his
place—Jack Benny. The following
week, Benny made his debut nn (lie
Locks repaired
Keys cut from i-ous.
COMPANY air as Jolson's substitute
11 ti CRIE Ai CO . 328 Main St
«7-tl
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Every-Other-Day

THE NEW 1940

Junior Harmony Club meets to
night at 6.30 at Community Build
ing.

CROSLEY
SHELVADOR
REFRIGERATORS

Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Faster are
moving to Bangor from Portland
Friday and are to spend that night
at the Frank F. Fuller's, Talbot
avenue, motoring to Bangor Satur
day.

Extra Shelves in the
Door Now More
Desirable Than Ever!

Mrs. Julia Barker will be at Mrs.
Benner's 82 New County road for
the weekend.

It's convenience women want
more than anything else in their
refrigerator.
Only Crosley has
the patented built-in shelves that
take up no space inside the re
frigerator. Open one door, and
there within easy reach are the
most-often-needed
small
food
items, eggs, butter, bacon, fruits,
cheese, etc., right at your finger
tips.
Main shelves have much
more room for the bulkier foods.

William W. Spear is confined to
his home on Beech street with a
grippe cold.
|

Birthdays of Mrs. Mary Luizza
and Mrs. Lenora Cussons were
celebrated by the employes of the
1M.&G. Sportwear Co. with a sur
prise party at 4.30 p. m.. March 'll.
[Refreshments were served the cenjterpiece being four beautifully dec| orated cakes. The “girls'' were preI sented with many lovely gifts and
I a grand good time was enjoyed.
—
A 1940 successor to Community
Fair is the big Carnival-Fair to be
held April 4-5 in Community Build
ing. All local, every penny to buy
Rockland's Inhalator - resuscitator.
Grand entertainment, grand fun, a
worthy objective.
31-33

There's a handy place for every
thing. Shelvador, the No. 1 ex
clusive Crosley feature saves you
money, saves lime, saves food,
saves steps.
Examine this door carefully.
Notire the smoothness of the
outside Dulux finish, the Panelyte edge, heavy balloon type
rubber gasket that seals in lhc
refrigeration. This special door
has the same depth of insulation
as the thickest refrigerator door.
II costs more to make but you gel
MORE in a Shelvador.

Knitting Needles

A 6 cubic foot model as
low as $99.95 with five

Sizes 1 lo 8—14 inch length

year guarantee and con

To dose out for—

venient terms of payment.

10c per pair

See the complete line at

Former price 19c and 25c

MAINE MUSIC CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

“SWAP FOR CASH" STORE

9 LIMEROCK ST.. ROCKLAND

BEAUTY for EASIER
Be the Smartest Lady in the
EASTER PAR.ADE with a

GILBERT
OIL PERMANENT
COMPLETE

GUARANTEED
MOST

BEAUTY
.AIDS

35c|

$2 00

OTHER PERMANENTS
$3.00 $4.00 $5.00

GILBERTS

TEL. 142

375
?SY MAIN ST.

32X34

What Is Iceolite?

Thomaston Girl

®SOG ETY
Mrs. John H. McLoon was hos
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost spent the
weekend with lier daughter, Miss tess Wednesday afternoon to Des
Dorothy Frost, at Bates College.
sert Bridge Club. Mrs. Thomas C.
Stone and Mrs. Earl R. Gowell won
Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, Miss Kath contract honors.
erine Veazie. Mrs. Fred P. Colson,
Miss Flora Colson and Mrs. Myron
Miss Dorothy Lawry was in Ban
Hahn attended the New England
Flower Show in Boston Tuesday.
gor Wednesday in connection with
the Competitftt! Festival, conduct
Joan Proctor celebrated her 10th ed by the Maine Federation of
birthday at the home of her par
Music Clubs.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Howard N. Proc
tor, Lake avenue. Joan was a
Mrs. Cora Smith entertained
charming little hostess and a popu
lar onc. too, judging by the variety members of Hatetoquitit Club
of attractive gifts she received. Tuesday night at cards. Honors
Pastimes of youthful pleasure went to Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs.
made the minutes speed all too
quickly, while a supper also played Nellie Dow.
its part in providing a happy time
A Junior Competitive Festival,
for the kiddies who were: Annie
Rhodes, Kathleen Paul. Stanley conducted by the Maine Federation
Walsh. Warren Perry, Arthur Perry, of Music Clubs, will be held in this
Marilyn Spear, Diane Cameron, city April 27, from 10 to 12 a. m.
Donald Teel, Richard King. Bruce A fifty-cent luncheon will be served
King. Ruth Roberts. Philip Fernald
at 12.30 for contestants and guests.
and Milton Proctor.
At 2 p. m. an entertainment will be
given. All applications must be in
by April 5.
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This And That

For One Thing It Permits
Of Portable lce Skating
Rinks

EASTER TIME IS BLOSSOM TIME!
A Corsage will complete your Easter Outfit
A pot of Spring Blooms will bring the Easter
Spirit to your home and a happy Easter wish to the
home of a friend.
Our Lilies this year are finer than ever and our
stock of Plants and Cut Flowers has been selected
and grown with the desire to please you.

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

TEL. 318-W
32-36

ROCKLAND. ME.

Mrs. Jennie Wilson is confined to
her home in Dorchester as the re
sult of an automobile accident. She
was severely shaken when thc car (
in which she was driving skidded, I
and overturned after hitting a tree
in Newton.

The "Kewpie Kids”
Dance Recital By Miss
Molloy’s Pupils Pleases
Large Audience

Miss Dorothy Mathews, of Thom
aston. a Sophomore at Bates Col
lege. will bc a member cf the cast
ef “Duley," a comedy by George
S. Kaufman, and Marc Connelly,
io bc presented by the Bates Dra
ma.ic Club March 14. 15, and 16.
Miss Mathews was one of the three
girls ln the entire college to re
ceive all "A's" last semester, it was
recently announced.

A new Michigan industry, pro|ducing an unn nails orii'lnal ice-_
skating surface which makes pcs
sible ice skating both indoors and
out of doors at all seasons of the
year and in all climates without
By K. S. F.
any refrigeration ' whatever, has
been Introduced to the public for the
first time in Detroit, Mich., by the
The oldest continuously occupied Iceolite Corp. The officers of the
camp is that of the Indian pueblo corporation have been prominent in
of Taas, ,N. M. This has been the automotive
and
manufacturing
Lum and Abner will not leave the
habitation of Indians of one tribe circles for many years.
air
after all because the sponsor of
Tire fundamental concept that
and another the longest known on
vegetable and chemical matter | "Amos ‘n‘ Andy" has signed to take
the American Continent.
• • • •
could be combined' in such a way over these Arkansas comics.
The League of Nations is quite as to be suitable for ice skating
out of the picture these days but was conceived by Bessie Pastor.
they are working harder than Bei liney a number of years ago. and ,
most realize and they still hope through the co-operation and ef- |
for accomplishment of a success forts of persons Interested in Uie
present corporation and an exhaus
ful nature.
tive experimental program, a prod
• • • •
uct has been developed and proved
Why not have a "bowl of rice eminently satisfactory for lce skat
dinner" and send what wc save ing and sports of other kinds. Com
to Finland?
mercial production upon a sizable i
• • • •
scale is under way.
Grasshoppers never fly unless
The product is known commer
the temperature rises above 85 de cially as Iceolite, and manufactur
ing facilities have been established
grees.
• • • •
at New Baltimore, Mich,
Tlie first public showing of this
Dr. Dafoe says, "No, indeed, I
have never spanked the quints ” development in the sporting and
It's not so hard to understand thc amusement world took place during
doctor's feelings, and think of his the 39th annual Detroit Automobile
hand after a round of spankings Show at Convention Hall, Detroit, j
when recognized producers organ
for five!
NEW SPRING COATS
• • • •
ized an lce show and revue, built
For Children from 1 to 7 years
Australia ships millions of froz on the pattern of a large ice carni
en rabbits to Europe cacli year val, called "Tlie Iceolite Revue."
For the 1 and 2 year old we have
Iceolite may be adapted not only
and they are excellent food and
much appreciated by those who to public and exhibition ice skating
FLANNEL COATS
and hockey, but likewise to tennis,
know.
in pastel shades
dancing, basketball, aurling, and
BONNETS TO MATCH
A church in New Jersey is sup other sports requiring the use of a
ported by money left by Captain level base floor. Iceolite not only
Three to 7 years. Navy Blue,
Ki* the pirate. At least the withstands temperature changes tweeds and plain colors; Hats to
within
all
reasonable
limits
but
is
money was left this Middletown
match.
Church and the donor gave the impervious to moisture. Iceolite is
name of Captain Kidd thc pirate the first substance which permits For thc small boy—
all-year around unrefrigerated ice
on his check.
skating. The surface is gcod every
FLANNEL COATS
• • • •
in Navy and ( open Blue
Mother: "Jimmy, find me a day, in trcpic, temperate, and frigid
zones.
Exhaustive
experiments
CAPS TO MATCH
switch."
have
shown
that
Iceolite
has
better
Jimmy (returning after a long
wearing
qualities
than
natural
ice.
time away): "I couldn't find a and may be resurfaced easily and
switch, Ma. but here's a rock you at a ncminal cost. It has fast glide
could throw at me.”
and exceptional durability. It is 9 LIMEROCK ST.. ROCKLAND
• • • •
harmless to person and clothing.
Most of the people past 50 years
old say. "Remember the stereos
copic slides and pictures wc used j
to enjoy?” This was almost their j
only way to see the great wonders i
of the world. Children were cer- |
Reg. $7 Steam Oil Permanent,
tainly well entertained and it was (
one way that helped mothers
now $5.00
keep track of restless youth cf
that period.
Reg. $5 Duart Permanent,

Huntley-Hill Auxiliary admitted
"Kewpie Kids," a dance recital
two carididates to membership
Monday night—Mrs. Ellura Ham- uv tjle ta[cnte(j pUp|ig of miss Florlin and Mrs. Bertha Thompson,1
both of whom were initiated. A ence
was presented ruesbuflet lunch was served tollowing I day night at the High School authe meeting. At the session March ditorium, before a large and appre25. the youngest members ever ad- . u aUdiencc
mitted to this Auxiliary will be re- c‘™'e
..
_ .. r
ceived *nto the order—Tire Misses, T
fi?L,Par\' ,?* thc
ulder
Zee
introduced
the
pupils
In
Thompson, daughters ol Mrs. Ber
tha Thompson. Installation will bc Dutchland. with little Dutch cos
tumes and wooden shoes. Taking
held the first meeting in April.
part in "Goin’ Dutch" were Arleen
Sumner Sewall’s Address
Mr. and Mrs Donald H. Fuller, Cross. Gloria Studley, Virginia
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E Trecartin. Chapman. Joan Slader. Ralph Stone
On Old Age Assistance
and Mrs. Winfield Ramsdell were and Sherwin Forbus. A solo toe
among the yachting guests Satur- dance "Suzette’ by Joan Slader
Before the Bangor
cay of Mr. and Mrs Frank Bick and "Skater's Delight’ a soft shoe
Rotary Club
ford and Mrs. Sam Bickford aboard number, by Nadine Fuller were very
the Maybick Luncheon was served well done, as were their succeeding
In administering Old Age Assis
as thc pretty yacht went about the solos in tap rhythm. Dutch "treat'
glorious waterways of Miami area. indeed were the little tots making tance we must never lose sight of
their debut on the stage. Shirley its very human purpose. Our true
J. A. Duncan and son John, who Nelson. Carol
Smith.
Dianne objective is to bring to the indi
have been guests of relatives here, Thompson. Donna Rogers. Sylvia
have returned to their home in Treneer. Shirlene Lord and Arnold vidual a real sense of security, to
Wright, led by Miss Slader. Dianne bring to the older citizen a greater
Marblehead, Mass.
also sang and danced the tuneful measure of comfort and happiness
Home Club members dined at “Man With the Mandolin," and in his declining years. To accom
Webber Inn. Thomaston. Tuesday, Shirlene danced a "cute n capable" plish this we must be extremely
remaining for a social afternoon oi solo.
In the second part. "God's Coun sensitive to the feelings of those we
sewing.
try-’' was an interesting review, the are trying to help. Administrative
red tape must be out. The proces
Mrs Osgood A Gilbert, recently students dressed in bright patriotic ses of application, investigation and
costumes.
With
Ronald
Lord
operated upon at Knox Hospital, Is
determination of individual need
at the home of her parents, Mr. and skillfully handling the drums, ac must be speeded up so that worthy
cents
on
rhythm
were
tapped
out
in
Mrs. E. E. night while recovering.
quick succession in numbers by- citizens may be assisted without
delav. anguish or loss of pride.
Mrs. Grace Strout will be chair Ralph Stone and Gloria Studley,
Although it is my belief that the
super
duo.
dressed
as
Uncle
Sam
man at the Friday night meeting of
Old Age Security problem will ulti
and
Miss
Liberty,
both
of
whom
also
Rubinstein Club to be held at Uni
mately be solved by a national pen
versalist vestry.
Among those appeared in excellent solo dances. sion plan, it is clearly the duty of
• • « •
Alan
Wilkie,
full
of
snappy
swing,
scheduled to appear on tlie pro
the
state
to
see
that
no
elderly
citi

It
looks
as
If an outright con- j
gram are. Mrs. Charlotte Hopkins. represented the navy, and the tiny zen suffers while such national plan quest of Finland by Russia w ould i
tots
gave
thelr
support
as
the
stars
Mrs. Kathleen Newman. Mrs
is being developed.
be a great moral setback to the [
Clemice Preston. Mrs. Frances Mc and stripes.
Under the Social Security Act wc world at large.
The
finale
was
"Way
Back
When
’
• • • •
Loon. Mrs Nathalie Snow Mrs. Edna
are proceeding along these lines
Rollins. Mrs. Faith Brown. Miss and brought to mind many of the but the whole program is still in an
Thc
Indians
of California had |
Raychel Emerson, Mrs. Lydia old tunes that are still popular. A experimental stage. Already the provisions in their rules to protect
fine
performance
was
that
of
Sher

Storer. Miss Margaret Simmons
Social Security Act has been amend tribes from long visits of other
and Mrs. Marianne Bullard. Mem win Forbus in his "Man on the ed Other pension plans are being tribes, and 14 days was the limit
Flying
Trapeze"
number,
the
cli

bers may invite guests.
for any onc stay.
max to his other numbers. Choice advpi ated, studied and seriously
• • • •
cprs.Jered. Even these alternative
comedy
also
was
put
on
by
teams
Little
boy
<
calling
far his ....father |
Mrs. Frederick Babbidge. who has
plans are themselves undergoing i
.. . , ,
.. ....
been the guest of Mrs. Nettie Wil composed of Virginia Chapman change from time to time. From all
te
ephone
’
'
Hc °' *ho 1
liamson. has returned to Freeport and Ralph Stone, and Gloria Stud these plans our ultimate national
£ther , recognizing son's voice) I
ley' and Ralph Stone.
will be evolved The best .3
'recognizing sons '“ce,.
Many of the pupils had previously- program
U1'tu
ccsl "The smartest man in the world.
Mrs. Nettie B. Frost, has returned
features of each plan will be in
appeared
in
recitals,
but
a
marked
Little boy: "I'm sorry but they j
from Lewiston, where she visited
corporated in It.
gave me the wrong number.''
her daughter. Miss Dorothy Frost improvement was noted in thc
• • • •
In
the
national
program
thus
poised and gracious stage manner
at Bates College.
and the ease with which they handle created Maine will participate. Our
New among thc ageratums is a I
state laws must be kept in harmony three-to-four inch prolific bicomer I
Mrs. Roy Weaver, who has been more intricate dance steps.
w’ith the Federal system as it de called "midget blue." Irv this
receiving surgical treatment at »The specialty was the appearance
velops. so that we may fully share when you wish a good plant for j
Knox Hospital, has returned to her of Miss Molloy, in an exquisite toc in Its benefits.
edgings of your beds.
home on Beeclrwoods street. Thom dance, her artistry and charm cap
• • • •
We in Maine have made a sub
tivating
her
audience.
aston.
People who sutler from indlges- I
Miss Molloy was presented with stantial beginning on Old Age As
tion should take thc medical ad
Dr. and Mrs. Linwood Rogers, a beautiful bouquet at the close of sistance. Many thousands of our vice of a doctor before eating ripe
citizens are already being helped
who have been guests of Mrs. Rog Iter number.
Musical support was given by Mrs. Our State has set its hand to thc fruit. Then it might bc lhat one I
ers parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. C
Abbie
>L. Folland at the piano. Ga plow. It'must not, and will not would find, "A doctor some dB>' i
1 McLoon. have returned to Fort
will keep thc apple awav."
briel
Winchenbaugh
at the violin turn back.
• • • •
Fairfield. They were entertained
and
Eddie
Whalen
at
the
drums.
at several social gatherings while
Time now to study for things [
Mrs.
John
Chisholm
entertained
here, among them being a party
new in the garden aud how to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Black are at Wednesday Eve Club this week at
given by Mr. and Mrs. Everett A
tending tlie flower show in Boston. cards and luncheon. Mrs. L. B. make them grow with thc greatest
Munsey, at their Crescent Beach
zest and blossom for your pleasure
Cook and Mrs. Arthur Doherty won
• . • •
cottage.
Tlie committee in charge of the tep scores and Mrs. Ray Foley was
Wlien
a
man
enter., a bar op
Sl. Patricks party sponsored by thc
timistically, he is very apt to leave
Gordon Thompson, Richard Karl Arts and Crafts Society for N.Y.A. awarded thc travel prize.
it misty optically.
and Meredith Dondis of the Uni• « • •
Three cities in North Carolina—
| versity of Maine, have been spend- Girls March 18 met last night with
Mrs. Harriet Merriam to complete Winston-Salem, Durham and Reids
George
Washington
said: "We
. ing a few days at their homes in plans. Refreshments were served
ville—manufacture over half of all ought not to look back unless it is
this city.
and a social time enjoyed.
the cigarettes produced lu thc Unit to derive useful lessons from past1
ed States.
errors and for the purpase of i
Ilooevik Club met for charity
Mrs. Walter Greenlaw is a sur
profiting.”
sewing Tuesday afternoon, with gical patient ut Knox Hospital.
! Mrs. Grace Britt. A large amount
WHY SUFFER Functional
It cost thc Federal Government
of work was accomplished. Thc
Speakers al the Educational Club
less than 6 cents a tree this year
! hostess served luncheon.
meeting tomorrow' night will in
to plant 42.000.&30 trees as wind
clude Capt. Ralph J Pollard of
breaks on thc Western plains.
Mrs. Clyde Vining has returned Waldoboro.
• • • a
j from Cleveland. Ohio, wliere she
Berkley, Calif., has a city yacht
visited her sister, Mrs John May.
Lydia C. Pinkham's VecetaMa Compound harbor and makes a good profit
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F. Lamb,
Has Helped Thousands!
out of thc berthing fees.
TODAY,
FRI.,
SAT.
Few women today do not have wmc aign of
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd, Mrs. Russell
tuiictional
trouble.
Maybe
you
’
ve
noticed
E. Bartlett and Mrs. Allan F. M< Blackstonc traces the custom of
YOURSELF getting review, moody, nervoua,
“My Little Chickadee”
-Alary have been in Boston to at
dfnresBediatciy-yourworktoomuchforyou — allowing three days grace to the
Then try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable .
with
tend the Spring Flower Chow, be
('(impound to help quiet unstrung nerves, I Germans of the tine of Tacitus.
ing held at Mechanic's Buildfgn.
relieve monthly pain (cramps, backache,
Mae West, W. C. Fields
headache) and weak dizzy fainting spells
They report a gorgeous exhibition
due to functional disorders.
of blooms and arrangements.
For over 60 years Pinkham’s Compound

Has Human Purpose

COATS

Crockett’sBaby Shop

ECONOMY EASTER SPECIAL

now $3.00

Many New Coiffures
A
ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR

New Under-arm
Cream Deodorant
This is to tell you that our NEW

safely

Shows Mat. 2.00. Erg. « JO. (.30
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30

hus helped hundreds of thousands ol weak,
rundown nervous women to go smiling
thru “difficult times." Since it’s helped ao
rziuiiw women for so masy yearr, don’t you
think it’s good proof YOU too should tako
Pinkham's? Start twlay without fail!
JVefe: l.ydia
Pinklmni'* Vegetable Com
pound eome* in liquid nr handy to carry tabid form (similar formula).

Sunday. Muttnrr 3 o’clock______

Stops Perspiration

For the Children

$1.98 to $3.00
looking

Good

shoes

(hat

will give a long season’s wear

—scientifically fitted.
D

Oxfords

•

and Pumps

£ ”

For E?ster

3.95 5.00, 6.00
Flattering

and

leather,

combination

fabric

shoes

in

the finely detailed styles for

spring.

Blues, Patents and

Blacks.

May
MARCH

3

Operas

tkis

SPRING COATS and DRESSES are

What if your little world in March is

arriving daily.

ROCKLAND. ME.
32 &34J

Over Leach’s Store

TELEPHONE 122,

FEMALE
COMPLAINTS

Strand^

Tlie standard color is a light water
green, but Iceolite may be obtained
in other colors to harmonize with
any special interior decorative
scheme without impairing its func
tional characteristics in any way.
Production methods which have
been perfected by the Iceolite Corp,
permit the establishment of an lceI skating rink which may be main
tained permanently In one location
, cr which may be moved from place
I
,
the d
of the ^.ner
I This is achieved by manufacturing
.
.
Iceolite blocks which are properly
held together by a perfect mechani
cal means, presenting a smooth and
level surface.

We have a large as

fog and drizzle—it's May just be

Friday and Saturday

yond thc horizon, in somebody’s

sortment with but one of a kind. All

voice you haven't heard for far too

For Fathers

At

K
9/

$3.95, $6.00

long, in thc laughter of friends. Tele

garments arc personally selected for

Quality, Style

and

phone through thc March all around

Workmanship,

and priced for every purse.

Also, careful and prompt attention

is given to special orders.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY”
TWO

1.

Does not rot dresses, does
not irritate skin.
2. Nuwaitingtodry.Canbeuscd
right after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to J days. Removes odor
from perspiration.
Apure.white.greaseless,stain
less vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.

|
|
i

101

'

FUZZY

BAKER • KNIGHT^n
rcccr MORAN --g;

FURRIERS
FURS, CLOTH COATS AND BURDELL’S DRESSES
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 540
FUR STORAGE AND REPAIRS

25 MILLION jars of Arrid
have been aold. Try a jar today 1

SMASH HITS

smart

enough

for

TWO

KENT TAY LOIt in

“SLED FOR LIBEL"
PLUS TALLY-HO SJ3.00

KL A H P

yel sturdy enough

“HIGH SCHOOL”

Happy Discovery now

•

Town Styles

2

See how little it costs
to call out of town.

•

Ccuntry

SATURDAY NITE—S300 FREE
Two Drawings—Two Winner*

LAST DAY
SPENCER TRACY
HEDY LAMARR

1

for all-

occasion wear.

Casuals

Between Rokland and

‘Mutiny in the Big House’

“I Take This Woman”
Al all alorea selling toilet gnoale
r naV*
• Jars
•
(also lu
aud
;

evenings after 7 and all day Sunday.

Make a

BARTON MaeLANE
TODAY

town rates are very low, especially

town on Easter Sunday . . .

1
JANE WITHERS in

CHARLES BICKFORD

4.

LUCIEN If. GREEN S SON

Slices

you to the May just outside. Out-of-

Day

Keene, N. II.
Springfield, Mass.
Bangor, Me.,
Houlton, Me.,

Sunday

1.05,

1.20
.45
.95

.55
.65
.25
.50

3-minutc staiion-to-jtatlon rates
A imall Federal Tax appliel
nhere the durtt i\iOt or oxer.

Nth fnauNO nurnuNt i ittiaaarx cu

WHERE SMART SHOES ARLN'T EXPENSIVE

M'lAiN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND. ME.
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Every-OtKer-Day

Rockland Cour’er-GazeUe, Thursday, MarcK 14, 1940

I makes ior lonely days and nights
cut oul any unusual statement att automobile going 70 miles an , TUE FLOOR OF HEAVEN
when storms and fog enclose the
which has a bearing on figures. The hour is going fast.
A novel by Sylvia Chatfield Bates, I. dwellers
in a veil of mist, yet the
An exact year is 365 days 5 hours j published tills month by Harcourt
result is an accumulation of clip48 minutes 46 second, 11 minutes and Brace Company, New York, a i heroine Johanna Fare has her
I. J. Shuman, Retired
pings which has fairly dismayed an(j
seconds less than 365*4 days; sure test for a well made book. Ar j grandfather's powerful telescope
hls good wife. One of his recent ancj Would gain one dav in a little I tistic cover and excellence in print and a love for study of the heavens
Machinist,
Kills
Time
with an inborn wish for adventure
AND THE
cuttings was the following item from j over 128 years,
ing and make up generally. The
With Them and Gets
the Boston Globe:
if one had something with a binding is a dignified and satisfy • in the world across the deep.
Whaling captains with wander
"Light from the great nebula An- 1 crank on it and was going to turn ! ing tone of red, harmonious in a
Strange Results
in their veins set the motives
dromeda must travel 186.324 miles lt around the number of times by' library or among books. Too often j lust
in the hearts of most families of
a
second
for
more
than
8.000
cen

turning it once a second 24 hours benighted and disturbing colors are (the coastal region. The heroine
Wlien Ira J. Shuthe North Nobleboro Community
Agriculture
’ man
discontinued turies to be visible from the earth. ever}' day it would take over 200 now used to bind books that repel ■ thought her own way through life
‘ frcm this inheritance and in her
Farmers on North Haven and hall, at 1.30. p. m. the subject to oe
“ his machinist shop The nebula is 180 quadrillion miles years or 6.377571.171 times or it rather than attract.
The title of this bcok taken from
Vinalhaven have taken advantage Farm Management.
on Tillson wharf in diameter and is visible to the un- | would reach to the sun 1.602.026 Shakespeare, intrigues one and calls j proud independence chose her
• • • •
aided eye. The distance would be times.
methods of living.
of the Agricultural Conservation
' some years ago he 4.702,840.873 788,000.000 miles.'
for understanding deductions.
The floor of Heaven is not all a
Program and have obtained over
Many farmers are planning to at
found himself, sorely
Sylvia Chatfield Bates Is a su summer day's romance. We find in
"Now", says Mr. Shuman, "sup
100 tons of lime which they will tend Farm and Home Week at the
distressed to know
perbly thoughtful and clear writer it murder and climax of powerful
pose that one could go to Andro
use this spring. Clinton Calder University of Maine. Orono. Marcn
what he should do
of the deeper emotions and longings and secretive motives. This en
meda and go right through it, and
wood of Vinalhaven. a retired farm 25 to 28. .
with the idle time which retire
ol artLstic temperaments, as well grossing novel is rich in natural
• • • •
er. says that he had always used
us of ntgn minded persons, wh-r.® j impulses and strong in human de
ment from business imposed upon keep right on going straight ahead !
Contest
Now
Open
To
and
go
through
anything
one
came
j
lime and found he got very good
lives have not always fallen in the sires and Sylvia Bates is one of
Lester Shibles of Rockport has a
him. Occassional carpentry was not
to.
One
could
never
come
to
any
results with it.
mest fortunate places. This story 1 the country's well balanced fiction
nice flock of 600 White Wyandotte
the answer; nor yet the intense
All
Boys
and
Girls
Who
• • • •
end. Now suppose one adds 44 ,
set mostly on an Island off the writers with a future to watch. She
chicks He is planning to use them
rivalry which developed in his games
more ciphers to the 21 below in i
HaveNot Previously Won coast of Maine is salty in flavor as is
The Jefferson meeting on Farm for poultry during the summer. A
the author of that arresting and
of bridge and cribbage with his wife.
one sextlllion. making 65 and a
might well be exoected, dealing fine novel The Long Way Home.
Management has been postponed few of the pullets will be saved for
Then he fell to figuring and being
The home demonstration agent. pretty good at mathematics found figure 9 in place of the 1 it would
Thirty-two more Maine young with generations oi sea minded
to March 22. and will be at the breeders.
Read The Floor of Heaven that
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An island home is just fresh from the press today.
Esther iDunham, will conduct a himself greatly fascinated. His re be 900 vigintillions. Now call these sters will be eligible for member personalities.
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with
but
one
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credit
at 1.30 p m. Wallace Spear is in
A new poultryman in Rockport is meeting on Shopping for Vour searches and ramifications ran into miles instead of sheets of paper and ship in tlie Maine Junior Lamb
K S. F.
charge of the meeting.
Franklin Clough who has started Money's Worth in North Edgecomb figures which make the Washington suppose one could go that distance Club as the result of an announce
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March 14. at the school house. Mrs.
every second for the next hundred ment of "gift lambs" made by
tvith a few chicks this year.
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Future agricultural meetings in 1
Harold Hazzett and Mrs. Arthur statisticians look like pikers.
million years. One would be a Commissioner Frank P Washburn
Mr.
Shuman
admits
that
he
never
The commissioner said he will
I Paquett will serve the square meal
Lincoln County are as follows:
With the Homes
long way from home but the dis
learned a thing ln school about
Tuesday, March 19. North Edge
Leftovers in Meal Planning meet i for health at noon.
tance is surely there, but there is continue the practice which re
comb School House, at 1.30. p. m.. ings will be held by foods leaders
A similar meeting will be held in "figures ". He went to Boston and no way of going and the end would ceived tremendous response of
awarding lambs to the boys and
subject will be Outlook and Farm ' this week and next as follows:
■ Edgecomb. March 15. at the Town learned the machinists trade when be no nearer if one did.
Management.
Whitefield, March 14, at the hall with Mrs. Mabel Gibbs. Mrs. he was 17 years old. and worked at
"If one had 1 sextlllion sheets of girls of Maine as a means of
Wednesday. March 20. Whitefield Grange hall, with Mrs. Hattie M Laura Greenleaf and Mrs. Inez lt 16 years in Bath and was in the paper 1-00 of an inch thick, 100 stimulating interest in the sheep
(Buffet Model)
industry.
Two lambs will be
machinist business here 20 years.
at Union hall, an all-day meeting.; Hausen in charge.
j Sherman in charge of dinner.
would make one inch and 1200 awarded in each county for the
When his favorite newspapers ar
starting at 10 on poultry in the: Montsweag. March 15. at Mrs.
At these meetings, economic in
.
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. 1 would make one foot; 6.336.000 best letters telling why the writer
forenoon and farm management in Jessie Colby's with Mrs. Helena formation in general buying and rives, he arms himself w.th a pa.r would make one mUe ^uess
of
sharp
scissors
and
proceeds
to
| ,nany „mM they wouW gQ around is well qualified to care for a lamb.
the afternoon.
Hodgdon in charge of the meeting. buying various cuts of meat and
The contest will start at once
Thursday. March 21. Crff s Corner Mrs. Gertrude Munsey and Mrs value of meat in the diet will be —----------------------------------------- — the earth."
and ls open to all boys and girls
at the Community House at 1 30 Flora Munsey and Mrs. Co’bv will discussed.
Madeline Colby and four others
And here are some more figures who have not previously won a
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subject to be Poultry.
assist with dinner.
from Wiscasset.
which Mr. Shuman has amassed:
lamb nor have reached their 17th
Friday. March 22. Jefferson, at
Friendship. March 15. at the
A meeting on Home 'Lighting will
Camden: Mrs. E. N. Hobbs. Mrs
The moon is 2160 miles in dia birthday.
be held with the agent. March 21. Evelyn Brown. Mrs. Alice True. meter and contains 5.276,681.625
Letters
should
Include
the
at the Church vestry in Nobleboro Hope; Mrs. Georgia Brownell. Mrs . I cubic miles.
writer’s name, age, address, county,
Mrs. Joseph 'Chapman and Mrs. Margaret Robbins. Camden; Mrs
The earth is 7.926 677 miles in school and grade. A description
Leola Hancock will serve the dinner. Oeorgia Rhodes. Mrs. John Gard- diameter, a perfect sphere. This of the place in which they live,
Miss Estelle Nason, state home dem ner, Mrs. Eunice Morse. Rockland:
size would contain 260.779,304 680- barns, pasture, etc., should be in
onstration agent leader will also Mrs Lura Norwood. Union; and
cluded in the letter, if there are
335 cubic miles.
be present at this meeting Various Mrs. Ruth Prior. Friendship.
other animals they should be list
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is
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lighting fixtures will be demoned. Each winner will be eligible
j
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350.818.739.200.000
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; strated and a film strip on "Llglgfor membership in Maine Junior
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j shown. Remodeling lamps and flxcessfully completed one year of
Club
of
Cushing
at
their
Marcli
meter and contains 337.824.949.562,- caring for the lamb.
| tures to give better lighting will also
1st meeting, received instruction in 115.600 cubic miles.
be discussed.
The commissioner said that last
seed selection from their leader.
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The earth is 49 times larger than year's contest had played an im
Henry VanDeman
Plans were the moon.
portant part in increasing the in
Damariscotta will hold a meet made for bird study at a future
Jupiter ls 1368 times larger than terest in sheep husbandry in Maine.
ing on Rugmaking. March 21 at the meeting. At their March 8th meet
„
Community House.
Mrs. Irene ing. the club voted to give $1 to the earth.
The sun is 1.295.344 times larger
Puffer and Mrs. Viola Osier are on help send the delegate to National
A truly democratic man is one
the dinner committee and Mrs Mae Camp in Washington. D. C.. in June than the earth and 64 022.231 times who really doesn't know any "bet
. Miami awaits you! Bj-k in
f Miami juvt a whisper from
larger
than
the
moon.
Lucier will conduct the meeting
• • • •
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* One of the many great accomplishments in
Salt water weighs about 64 pounds ter!"
llie tenler ol activities: Kate* ate
lh<- -un-hine of golden days
Blue-Bird 4-H Club of Damaris per cubic foot.
Hope will have a meeting on cotta Mills met with its new leader
Range design by Atlantic.
and the cooling brwzrs ol star
from $.!,!! -ingle, $ I IMidnuhlc.
Loose earth weighs about 94
Chair Caning. March 21. at the Mrs Arthur Wyman. Food and
pounds
per
cubic
foot.
Grange hall. Mrs. Alice True and health habits were scored and p'ans
* For Coal, Oil or Wood, either with or with
Attractive -ea-on tales. 250 new
ry nights. Live in heautifol
Commons stone weighs about 158
. Mrs. Bessie Hardy will have charge. made for learning vegetable cookery
•
•
•
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pounds per cubic foot. Calling the
Miami at El Comodoro. This fa
ly redecorated rooms with tub
out Gas Combination.
at their next meeting .March 18
Aina will have a meeting on Chair Six members were present. Games average 155 pounds per cubic foot,
mous hotel is located in the heart
and shower hath. Our air-cooled
YOUR OLD STOVE TAKEN IN TRADE
Caning and Basketry to be in charge were played and refreshments of the earth would weigh 2.974.928.yl6.- Without Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out of
Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
398.201.190.400 tons. The scientists
LIBERAL ALLOWANCE
BALANCE CASH OR EASY TERMS
of Mrs. Ella Erskine. March 20. cookies were served.
coffee shop is famous for its
The liver ahould pour out two pinta of
say the earth weighs around 6 sexat Erskine hall. Mrs. Myra Walker
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this
fine moderately-priced food.
and Mrs. Mary HueweU are on the
Beryl Butler of Boothbay is lead tillion tons but they reckon on the bile is not flowing freely, your food may
not digest. It may just decay in tbe bowels.
centre
of
the
earth
to
be
metal
in

dinner committee.
er of a new boys' club in that town
Gas bloata up your stomach. You get consti
Popular cocktail lounge.
• • • •
which organized March 5 Officers stead of stone. So one can pay pated. You feel tour, sunk and the wor^d
looks punk.
der the Personal Direction
Miss Charlotte E Cleaves. Exten elected were: President. Theodore his money and take his choice.
It takes those good, old Carter’s Little
The earth travels
583.709.280
miles I1 Liver
JOSEPH H ADAMS, MANAGER
sion Clothing Specialist, will con- Pottle. Jr.; vice president, Howard
...
x
.
Pills to get these two pints of bile
315-325 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 980
around the sun at thp rate flowing freely to make you feel ** up and
. duct two coat schools with the Blake; secretary. Harvey Blake; a 5
almost 1S12 miles a second, or
Amazing In making bile flow freely,
agent. March 19 in Wiscasset, and treasurer. Shirley Cunninrham; and Of
oam
.uui.
Axle for Carter a Little Liver Pills by name
March 20 in Camden. Women who color bearer and cheer leader Gor bO 600 miles an hour, jet some think * ior and 26<. Stubbornly refuse anything else.
will attend these meetings to make don Pottle The next meeting Is
coats are:
to be at Theodore and Gordon
S W FIRST ST AT !.d AVE
Wiscasset: Mrs. Ruth Leighton Pottle's home on Thursday. March
OPEN THE YEAR
ROUND
and Mrs. Orianna Averill, Sheep 14.
o a o o
scot; Mrs. Irene Puffer and Mrs.
Viola Lucier, Damariscotta: Mrs.
Ralph C. Wentworth, county
(John Matthews, Damariscotta; Mrs agent, gave a talk and film so ip
on the farm garden at a meeting of
the two boys 4-H clubs ot Vlnal
haven. Thursday evening. March 7.
About 35 boys attended.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

churcli vestry, with Mrs. Edna
Packard conducting the meeting.
Mrs. Bertha Jameson will assist
with dinner.
Orff's Corner, March 15, at the
Community house, with Mrs. Fannie
Weaver and Mrs. Amber Childs con
ducting the meeting. Mrs. Lulu
Light. Mrs. Lida Creamer, and Mrs.
Flora Boardman will help with
dinner.
I Bristol, March 21 at the Church
vestry with Mrs. Esther Prentice in
charge and Mrs. Thelma Carter
assisting.
Rockport. March 21. at Mrs. Mar
garet Gregory s with Mrs. Mary
Spear and Mrs. Edith Overlock in
charge. Mrs. Bernice Freeman,
Miss Emily Hall, and Mrs. Nellie
Andrews will assist with dinner.
At these meetings, members will
prepare various left over dishes for
dinner and discuss use of leftovers.

Juggling “Figgers”

X

Awarding Of Lambs

The New Atlantic

ies

WAKE UP YOUR

LIVER BILE-

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

SAVE #10

on this

SPECIAL
Introductory
Offer

Women
Demanded!

The Winners 4-H Club of Vinal
haven. composed of junior 3trls un
der the leadership cf Mrs. Kenneth
Cook ar.d Mrs. Marion Littlefield,
met at the church vestry. Thursdav.
March 7, where Lucinda Rich, club
agen". gave a talk on 4-H Club
work. Its aims, projects, etc. Ail
14 members were prwaa* at this
j their third meeting of the year.
• • • •
The Happy-Go-Lucky senior girls'
club of Warren met Tuesday at thc
home of thelr leader. Mrs. Drewett
; for an all-day demonstration. Thi!
was given on whole wheat yeast
bread, cinnamon. Parker house, and
cloverleaf rolls by the 4-H Club
Agent. At noon, dinner, prepared
and served by the club, consisted of
American chop suey. whole wheat
rolls, fruit gelatin and cookies.
There were contests on judging
dress hems and table setting in the
afternoon. Winners were Ann Nor
wood, Mary Ludwig, and Joyce
Hills.
• • • •
The Fox Islanders' Club of Vinal
haven were given training for the
special style dress revue contest at
their 14th meeting of the year
Thursday evening. March 7 by the
club agent. Lucinda Rich of Rock
land. Mrs. Barbara Nutting is
leader and Mrs. Dewey Brown, as
sistant. Plans are being made to
finish all requirements and have
the local contest in June.

HaveY)u Ever Been
IHE instant you see that high-

She's sheer glamour! All seventeen
feet of her turned out like a mil
lion dollars. But don’t be dis
heartened by that. Go to your
Nash dealer and get introduced.
She's grand to take out — and
likes to go places.

New Amazing Safe Wag
WHEN you think of room cleaning you think of not only rug3 but book
cases, lamps, fireplaces, stairs, drapes, springs, clothes, and many others.

For that reason homemakers everywhere demanded a new all purpose
cleaner with powerful suction, light in weight, and easily moved about—
and above all A CLEANER THAT WAS READY FOR ANY TYPE OF
CLEANING SIMPLY BY INTERCHANGING THE NOZZLE BRUSH.
From the enthusiastic reception already received we know that this new
General Electric Tank-type Cleaner is the answer.

Whitens Stained, Discolored <

FALSE TEETH!
1
«MtM>

Nationally Advertised at
Allowance for Old Cleaner

You

Pay Only

$59.95

10.00

*49.95

cash

OR

AINE

CENT
POWl

MPANY

at ant, ot out stores

BUDGET PLAN
Slight

c arnnnu t hargt Ir.ctuaea

1

.95 down
$4.25 monthly

PHONE FOR A FREE HOME TRIAL— NO OBLIGATION

In fact you never knew a wheel
could be so responsive.
From that first breath-taking dash
ut the green light . . . you never
knew anything could go so si
lently, effortlessly, softly, as this
Nash Manifold-Sealed engine!

I

Do These Four Simple Things
For a limited time only we make this introductory offer—

Dissolve a level teaspoonful of
Kleenite in half a glass of warm
water. Put your stained, discolored
plate or bridgework in tbe solution—
Leave for 15 or 20 minutes, while you
dress—or overnight. NO BRUSHING
—Ri nse—replace.
Now look at your teeth—gleaming,
lustrous, natural-looking; the whole
plate sparkling, stainless, clean and
sweet—free from all unpleasant taste
and odor.

Get Kleenite—the Dentists' Plate
Cleaner today—all druggists.
THE CORNER DRUG STORE

RADIO REPAIRING
All makes serviced and recon
ditioned. Estimates free. Tubes
tested free of charge. "Swap For
Cash" Tickets given.
MAINE MUSIC CO.
Frank Winchenbach, Service
Dept.

3Th-tf

three . . . with a new kind of
Automatic Overtake, to boot—
she’s a vixen that can’t stand
having any one else in the way.

spirited nose .. . . the flaunt of
those ravishing lines—you know
in your heart she’s the one.

With

four speeds forward instead of

She won’t be stopped by any hill,
or headed by any rough road
you’ll ftrd. For there’s a new
kind of springing to smother
those bumps—and it’s exclusive
with Nash.

A storm blows up hut this is no fair
weather romance. Just turn the
Weather Eye dial — und dust,
cold, drafts will never come
between you.
It’s then you kr.ow—from the Sealed
Beam lights to the Convertible
Bed for touring—she's the one
you’ve always wanted!

Yes, you'll lose your

THOUSANDS FLOCK
TO SEE

heart, but

— you’ll have fun growing old
together!

•

•

Recently, she beat the best in her
class in the 1940 Gilmore-Yose
mite Economy Run with 23.76
miles to the gallon.
And with such fine features as 7bearing crankshafts, a double
frame, you’ll motor happily ever
after. So come on down—sec how
you and a 1940 Nash get along!

Lafayette Series Sedan above,
delivers at factory for SN45.
Heather bye, f ourth Speed,
White Sidewall Tires, Rear
Wheel-Shields optional extras.
I,NOQ dealers offer nation
wide service. Other Nash mod
els deliver at factory as low as
IPrieoa iaelwt* Standard

795
and Federal Tot

^aNASll

BIG SKOAL EXHIBIT!
Com* in Today ...
So* No w Wondors of

•

She'll take a lot of your time, hut
very little of your money.

urn: it
WMV!

Automotivo Engineering I

• U idi an exciting, interesting
experience? Come to our show
room — this week —- nee
special exhibit of new engi
neering wonders. SER how the
•mazing Noah Weather Eye
works. SEE how you can make
up a bed in an automobile.
SEE the new Fourth Speed
Forward. SEE the world's
only Manifold-Sealed engines
that recently beat all others in
their classes in the 1940 Gil
more-Yosemite Economy
Run. I
•my Kun.
SEE the amazing Sand-Mortex
Santf-Mortox I
Soundproofing. SEE the special
automobile X-Ray that gives you
the facts on all cars. Thc exhibit
is a whole auto show in itself, .

AT AU

NASH DIALIRS

C. F. SMITH
UNION STREET,

TEL. CAMDEN 2320

ROCKPORT, ME.

Make a Big Change for Small Change-See Slash Today!

